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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

STRUCTURAL ADAPTATION OF EQUINE PROXIMAL SESAMOID BONES TO
HIGH-SPEED EXERCISE
Proximal sesamoid bone (PSB) fractures are one of the most commonly reported
catastrophic musculoskeletal injuries (CMI) in Thoroughbred racing. Despite the
seriousness of these injuries, an understanding of the structural changes that occur normally
within PSBs in response to the biomechanical forces of high-speed exercise and how they
relate to pathological events leading to fracture remain limited. To address this critical
knowledge gap, PSBs from Thoroughbred horses were analyzed with both computed
tomography (CT) and microcomputed tomography (µCT) to assess their morphological
and structural parameters. Comparisons were made using samples from the left and right
forelimbs of Thoroughbreds of both genders between the ages of 2-6 years across the
following four experimental groups: 1) horses that have not entered racehorse training, 2)
horses that were actively training and racing before being euthanized for non-skeletal
health issues, 3) horses that were actively training and racing before being euthanized due
to a CMI that did not include a PSB fracture, and 4) horses that were actively training and
racing before being euthanized due to a CMI that included a PSB fracture. Following full
limb clinical CT evaluation, individual PSBs underwent µCT and a bone morphometry
evaluation to measure the following structural parameters: bone volume (BV), total volume
(TV), bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), connectivity density (Conn.D), and degree of
anisotropy (DA), as well as CT evaluation for volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD)
and the presence of a focal subchondral lesion in the midbody articular region of the PSB.
The hypothesis being tested was that PSBs respond to the altered biomechanical forces of
high-speed exercise by increasing trabecular thickness, bone volume fraction, and
connectivity density, and by decreasing trabecular separation and degree of anisotropy.
Results of this study found that PSBs from horses racing and in training had increased bone
mineral content compared to unraced and untrained horses, demonstrated by significantly
increased BV and BV/TV values. Additionally, PSBs from those horses that experienced
a PSB fracture demonstrated increased values for Tb.Th and decreased values for Conn.D,
Tb.Sp, and Tb.N. Multiple significant differences by forelimb and between medial and
lateral PSBs were observed, where BV and BV/TV were increased in right forelimbs
compared to left forelimbs and BV, BV/TV, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, DA, and vBMD were found to
be increased in medial PSBs and Tb.N to be increased in lateral PSBs. The focal
subchondral lesion was found to be present on PSBs from groups 2, 3 and 4, and also found
to occur significantly more frequently in medial PSBs than lateral PSBs. The long-term
objective of this research is to identify structural parameters that can be assessed with
advance imaging techniques and have the potential to yield clinically informative
assessments of PSB health in equine athletes.

KEYWORDS: Horse, Sesamoid Fracture, Computed Tomography, Structure,
Thoroughbred Horseracing, Lesion
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1

Introduction
One of the most serious and detrimental problems for the Thoroughbred racing

Industry is catastrophic musculoskeletal injury, or CMI (see appendix 1 for a list of all
alphabetized abbreviations). Injuries to Thoroughbred racehorses can range from mild
musculoskeletal problems requiring slight training breaks to major events such as bone
fractures or tendon and ligament tears that may result in removal from racing competition,
months of rest and rehabilitation, and sometimes even euthanasia. In the United States,
over 80% of racehorses that have died due to injuries sustained during racing or training
had a bone fracture1.
Catastrophic musculoskeletal injuries have devastating effects, including not only
the potential loss of the horse who experienced the injury, but also the possibility of serious
jockey injuries and sometimes even death. Horse and rider injuries as a consequence of
CMI also cause a strong negative public perception of horseracing, adding substantial
indirect financial losses to the industry2. The most common musculoskeletal injuries
experienced by thoroughbred racehorses in racing or training occur in the proximal
sesamoid bones, suspensory apparatus, and the third metacarpal bone, or cannon bone1.
Over the past few years, the rate of CMI events in these tremendous athletes has
decreased, reaching 1.41 per 1000 horse starts in 2020 from a range of 1.53-2.00 per 1000
horse starts from the previous decade, 2009-20193. There are large efforts underway
throughout the industry to further decrease the rate of catastrophic injuries and other
injuries leading to lameness and missed training days through risk detection, management
practices, training and workout regimens, and medical care including imaging technology.
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1.2

Medical Diagnostic Imaging
Medical imaging methods have become powerful diagnostic tools utilized by

equine veterinarians, especially as technological advancements have achieved equipment
designs suitable for both the body size and other logistical variables in horses. Historically,
the most widely utilized imaging techniques in veterinary medicine have been radiographs
and ultrasounds4. The following sections provide a basic overview of multiple imaging
technologies, but the data utilized in this dissertation research is based on computed
tomography (CT) and microcomputed tomography (µCT) imaging.
1.2.1

Radiography
Radiographs have the most substantial history of use having been invented in 1895,

and are a staple imaging and diagnostic tool in both human and veterinary medicine5. The
first American paper published in 1915 on diagnostic radiology in veterinary medicine
showcases radiographs of equine lameness and was completed by H. E. Kingman, a
Professor of Surgery at Colorado Agricultural College, what is now Colorado State
University6. Radiographs are 2-dimensional images created with x-rays, which are
generated by electrons hitting metal while traveling at high speed through an x-ray tube5,7.
The produced x-rays can then either pass through tissue, be absorbed by tissue, or scatter.
X-rays undergo a preferential absorption by the body tissues in a way that is useful for
imaging diagnostics. Bone absorbs the highest amount of the x-rays, followed by soft
tissue which allows more of the x-rays to pass through5. This explains why bones appear
whiter in x-ray images, soft tissues show up in shades of gray, and air, which allows the
most x-rays to pass through, is darkest in color.
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There are three main types of radiography utilized in veterinary medicine:
conventional film screen radiography, computed radiography and direct digital
radiography5. Conventional film screen radiography is the traditional method utilizing
radiographic film to capture the image7. Whereas computed and direct digital radiography
are both types of digital radiography that utilize a capture device to collect the x-rays and
then the data are computationally converted to a digital format and displayed on a
computer monitor7. Computed radiography differs from direct digital in that it includes an
additional step requiring a specialized radiograph reader and plate before being uploaded
to the computer7.
Radiography is portable, affordable, easy to use, usually does not require the horse
to be put under general anesthesia, and is very quick, taking approximately 5-15 minutes
to complete depending on the region imaged and number of views7. Radiography is most
commonly utilized in equine veterinary medicine for skeletal injury diagnosis and has a
well-established history of successful clinical applications.
1.2.2

Ultrasound
Ultrasound is able to provide information about the size, shape and location of

structures while also supplying information regarding internal architecture of the specific
soft tissue or organ being assessed8. Similar to radiology, the first American veterinary
study reported utilizing ultrasound imaging was also completed at Colorado Agriculture
College. It was published in 1956 and assessed back fat thickness in beef cattle9.
Ultrasound was first utilized in reproductive exams in equine medicine and their use has
expanded to assess tendons, ligaments, joints, as well as the gastrointestinal tract7.
Ultrasound instruments detect reflected sound waves (or echoes) that are analyzed digitally
3

to produce an image of the internal structures in view8. The ultrasound transducer produces
the sound waves and also receives the echo from the sound waves once the waves are
reflected8.
Multiple tissue types are able to be viewed with ultrasound, air and mineralized
structures, i.e. bone, reflect the ultrasound waves, creating a bright reflection8. Fluids do
not reflect the ultrasound waves, producing a black image, and soft tissues have
intermediate densities and so they produce a grey-scale8. Ultrasound is similar to
radiography in that ultrasound is a portable technology, affordable, and does not require
the horse to be under general anesthesia. Ultrasound assessments frequently take slightly
longer than radiography, averaging 45-69 minutes7.
1.2.3

Computed Tomography
A newer and more advanced imaging modality is Computed tomography (CT).

While CT has been utilized in human medicine since the early 1970’s, this form of medical
imaging was initially adapted for veterinary applications in the early 90’s10. The use of CT
in equine medicine was relatively slow to get started due to available instrument designs.
The large size of horses is a primary challenge, but also the need for equine patients to be
under general anesthesia in order to achieve proper positioning in dorsal or lateral
recumbency on the table for the scan to be completed10. The CT gantry (or opening) on
early instruments were generally 20-34 inches in diameter, only wide enough to
accommodate the equine leg, head, and upper neck10. Another consideration for equine CT
is the physical design capabilities of the patient table. It must be able to accommodate and
support the significant weight of a horse10, which can be upwards of 1500 pounds.
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CT imaging expands upon the abilities of 2-dimensional radiography and is able
to create a 3-dimensional rendering of the assessed structure via the generation of multiple
cross-sectional radiographs. An x-ray tube rotates in either a circular (axial CT) or spiral
(helical CT) fashion while passing a thin x-ray beam through the region. Each crosssectional image creates a tomographic slice7,10. CT imaging technology is able to
overcome some of the limitations of radiography. There are only five opacities available
in radiographs (bone, air, fat, soft tissue, and metal) whereas CT enables much greater
ability to distinguish tissue types4. In addition, CT allows multiple views of the imaged
structures in 3-dimension to be assessed, whereas in radiography soft tissues and bone are
superimposed due to the 2-dimensional nature of the imaging. Not infrequently, this
complicates the assessment of specific anatomical structures and limits the potential for
diagnostic assessment10.
As noted, there are two main systems of CT, axial and helical. Axial CT imaging
is sequential, obtaining one image slice at a time through the specified region11. This
differs from helical CT imaging which is continuous, obtaining images whilst moving in
a spiral around the specified region. Helical CT imaging is generally used for scanning
larger and longer regions as it is faster than axial CT11. Standing helical CT is also
becoming more widely available with movable gantries that can be positioned along the
limb, allowing the horse to remain standing and kept under sedation instead of anesthesia10.
In comparison to radiology and ultrasound imaging, however, CT is much less portable,
fairly expensive, and requires either general anesthesia or sedation (for standing CT) for
use in equine veterinary medicine.
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1.2.4

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an advanced imaging and diagnostic tool

that utilizes a magnetic field and radio waves to produce images of a specified region 12.
MRI can be utilized for the imaging of bones, joints, and soft tissues, but is most often
used for soft tissue due to its high sensitivity and ability to showcase soft tissues in great
detail and resolution13. MRI was first invented in the early 1970s and the first clinically
used images in human medicine were published in 1977, 6 years after the first human CT
images were produced14.
There are two main types of MRI machines, open and closed, utilized in equine
veterinary medicine. Open MRIs are designed with an open magnet and magnetic field
that allows for the horse to remain standing and imaged under sedation13. This differs from
the classic closed MRI that utilizes a closed ring (tube shape) magnet. Closed MRIs are
able to produce better quality images with much higher resolution due to their greater
magnetic field12,13. Closed MRIs do have a considerable drawback, the horse must be
placed under general anesthesia in order to allow for proper positioning (in either lateral
or dorsal recumbency) on the table7,13. The opening of the MRI, the gantry, is generally
only about 24 inches in diameter and so there are also size limitations as to what can be
imaged on the horse13. Anatomical regions suitable for MRI imaging are generally limited
to the carpus or tarsus and more distal structures of the limbs and the head and top of the
neck. An MRI scan often takes a total of 45 minutes or more with a 15 minute set up time,
as opposed to a CT scan of the same region that can be completed in approximately 1
minute or less with a 15 minute set up12. Similar to CT, MRI is an expensive imaging
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modality, not portable, and requires general anesthesia (closed MRI) or sedation (standing
MRI).
1.2.5

Comparison of CT and MRI
CT and MRI are widely considered the optimal modalities for human and small

animal diagnostic imaging of musculoskeletal injuries, and so there has been growing
interest in and utilization of these methods for equine musculoskeletal injury assessment4.
When comparing CT and MRI modalities in greater detail, many similarities and
differences exist. CT has much better spatial resolution than MRI. Spatial resolution
enables the differentiation of small anatomic structures from one another11. Conversely,
MRI has much better tissue contrast resolution, or the ability to differentiate between
densities, than CT11. As previously mentioned, MRI exams take considerably more time
to complete than CT and so the associated costs are higher as well as time under general
anesthesia12. Due to considerable costs, time, and the requirement of general anesthesia
for non-standing systems, MRI and CT are not currently able to be utilized as effective
preventative screening tools in equine medicine on a broad scale13.
1.2.6

Positron Emission Tomography
One of the most recent advancements in equine diagnostic medical imaging is

positron emission tomography (PET). This imaging modality utilizes injectable
radiotracers that specialized scanners are able to detect and use to reconstruct threedimensional images15,16. The injected radiotracer will accumulate in areas with higher
cellular chemical activity, or metabolism, and thus will appear brighter in the reconstructed
image16,17. Clinically, PET has become invaluable to many areas of human medicine such
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as oncology, cardiology, and neurology, where cancerous tumors, signs of stroke, and
other disease lesions are able to be identified throughout the body18.
Positron emission tomography differs from CT and MRI in that PET provides
functional data as opposed to morphological information18. Though this imaging modality
was originally conceived in the 1970’s, many advancements have been made that have led
to the high-performance scanners in use today19. Some of latest advancements have
included the combination of PET with first CT and most recently with MRI in order to
couple the imaging to gain both structural and functional information that can provide
further detail, localization, and overall improved diagnostics18.
The use of PET in equine veterinary medicine is very recent, with the first equine
PET scan completed at UC Davis in 2015 for research purposes, followed by long term
studies of racehorses completed at the Santa Anita racetrack in California beginning in
December of 2019, leading to the first clinical use of this modality for patients of the UC
Davis veterinary hospital in 202120. Equine PET scanning can be completed under sedation
and while the horse is standing, similar to other equine imaging modalities21. The
procedure begins with the injection of the radiotracer and then the imaging can commence
30 minutes later, once the tracer has begun to accumulate at sites of active injury21. Each
anatomical site can be imaged in approximately 3-5 minutes, a fairly quick time compared
to that required for standing MRI21. The ring of detectors can be opened to accommodate
the equine limb and then closed for scanning, and the instrument itself can be considered
portable as it is relatively compact21. An additional benefit to PET is that the current cost
is fairly affordable, much less than that of MRI21. While there are currently only two equine
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PET instruments available for clinical use, one at UC Davis and one at the University of
Pennsylvania, the future of this imaging modality will likely continue to expand21.

1.3

Clinical Computed Tomography and Microcomputed Tomography
Computed tomography not only has great applications in clinical settings but also

for research purposes, as scientists strive to learn more about topics including internal
structures, disease processes, aging, and more. Computed tomography on a clinical level,
or clinical CT, is able to image patients with roughly a millimeter level of resolution,
having a slice thickness ranging from 0.6 – 10mm22. Microcomputed tomography, µCT,
enables an imaging resolution that is 1000 times greater than what is capable with clinical
CT, imaging at the micron level and enabling a more comprehensive view and
measurement of the internal structures. For rodent research, µCT is considered the gold
standard for imaging due to the fine detail and number of parameters that are able to be
assessed23.
Microcomputed tomography has its limitations as imaged samples can only be as
large as the instrument and more specifically the sample tube, can accommodate. For
example, the diameter of the SCANCO MicroCT 40 instrument utilized in this dissertation
research is 40mm. Other instruments can be slightly larger or smaller in their sample
accommodation. Due to these size restrictions and closed operation of the smaller
instruments, µCT is unable to accommodate live patients. This is vastly different from the
ability of clinically utilized CT scanners to accommodate live equine patients under
anesthesia. In addition, µCT takes much longer to complete a scan than clinical CT due to
the micrometer level scale of the slices.
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1.3.1

Studied Bone Morphometric Parameters
Many bone morphometric parameters are able to be assessed and measured with

both clinical CT and µCT in order to study the microarchitecture and internal morphologic
features of bone (Table 1.1). This study chose to analyze the following eight morphometric
parameters with µCT: total volume (TV), bone volume (BV), bone volume fraction
(BV/TV), connectivity density (Conn.D), trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), and degree of anisotropy (DA). Each of the
aforementioned µCT parameters are defined and described in the following section.
Table 1.1 Bone Morphometric Parameters
Parameter
Abbreviation
Area
-Areal Bone Mineral Density
aBMD
Bone Surface
BS
Bone Surface Density
BS/TV
Bone Volume*
BV
Bone Volume Fraction*
BV/TV
Connectivity Density*
Conn.D
Degree of Anisotropy*
DA
Mass
-Specific Bone Surface
BS/BV
Structure Model Index
SMI
Total Volume*
TV
Trabecular Number*
Tb.N
Trabecular Separation*
Tb.Sp
Trabecular Thickness*
Tb.Th
Volume
-Volumetric Bone Mineral Density* vBMD

Units
cm2
g/cm2
mm2
1/mm
mm3
-1/mm3
-g
1/mm
-mm3
1/mm
mm
mm
cm3
g/cm3

CT or µCT
CT
CT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
CT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
µCT
CT
CT

Alphabetized table of µCT and CT parameters reported by the bone morphometry
evaluation (µCT) and the MindWays QCT Pro™ (CT). All parameters are listed with their
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abbreviation, units, and if they are specific to either µCT or CT. *Designation given to
those parameters specifically assessed in this dissertation research project.
Total volume (TV) is also commonly referred to as tissue volume. This parameter
comprises the entire volume of the sample, including all bone, tissue, and trabecular spaces
(Figure 1.3.1, C). This parameter is specifically measured as the total number of voxels in
the sample and the units for TV are in mm3. The larger the sample, the larger the TV, this
measure is more informative when compared with other parameters.
Bone volume (BV) comprises only the volume of the sample that is made of the
mineralized bone (Figure 1.3.1, B). BV is measured as the total number of voxels that are
classified as bone by the assigned threshold on the instrument and the units for BV are in
mm3 24,25. BV is more informative when compared with other parameters.

A

B

C

Figure 1.3.1 Equine proximal sesamoid bone µCT scan illustrating the distinction
between Total Volume (TV) and Bone Volume (BV). A) µCT sagittal slice of a PSB
showing the scan image, B) representation of BV where the mineralized bone is shown in
cream with the dark spaces showing non- mineralized space, and C) representation of the
TV of the sample with the dark spaces filled.

Bone volume fraction (BV/TV) is a proportional measurement that comprises the
fraction of the sample that is mineralized bone (figure 1.3.2). This parameter is calculated
11

by dividing the total number of voxels classified as bone by the total number of voxels in
the sample, more simply as the bone volume divided by the total volume 24,25. This is a
dimensionless measurement that is captured as a percentage. The closer the ratio is to one
(100%), the more bone there is compared to the total volume of the sample. BV/TV is one
of the most well-known and widely reported parameters.

Figure 1.3.2 Representation of bone volume fraction assessed with µCT. Mineralized
bone is pictured in cream and can be considered the “bone volume” with the dark spaces
representing non-mineralized spaces. The total volume is represented by the diagonal
stripes that cover the entire region, including both the cream colored mineralized bone
and dark colored spaces. Bone volume fraction is then bone volume divided by the total
volume and is the percentage of the total that is mineralized bone.
Connectivity density (Conn.D) is a measure of the degree of connectivity of the
trabeculae in the sample that has been normalized to the total volume (Figure 1.3.3).
Trabecular bone can be thought of as a network and the estimated number of connected
structures is calculated via the Euler characteristic26. The Euler characteristic is a
topographic invariant that measures the vertices, edges, and faces of a structure24,26. The
Conn.D is then calculated by the estimated connectivity divided by the total volume of the
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sample, units in 1/mm3

24,26.

This parameter provides insight into the 3-dimensional

structure and branching of the trabecular network of the bone27.

Figure 1.3.3 Comparative examples of connectivity density from two µCT transverse
slices of equine PSBs. The high connectivity density image (left) has multiple trabecular
connections that are visible while the low connectivity density image (right) has more
mineralized bone and fewer trabecular connections.

The three trabecular characteristic, trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), and trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), each provide additional detail to the
morphological assessment of the internal microarchitecture of the trabecular bone24,27.
Each of the trabecular parameters are showcased below in Figure 1.3.4. Tb.N is the average
number of trabeculae per unit of distance, units are 1/mm. Tb.N is calculated as the inverse
of the average space between the midlines of the trabeculae25. Tb.Th is a measure of the
average diameter or thickness in mm of the trabeculae in the sample25. Tb.Th is a volume
based parameter calculated from the 3-dimensional µCT image24. Tb.Sp is a measure of
the average distance or separation, measured in mm, between the boarders of the
trabeculae15.
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Figure 1.3.4 Trabecular parameters of bone able to be assessed with µCT including
Tb.N, Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp. Images from A) to B) demonstrates a decrease in trabecular
number. C) Showcases Tb.Th, with the green circles spanning the width of the
trabeculae. D) Trabecular separation is demonstrated with blue circles spanning the
width of the space between the trabeculae.

Degree of anisotropy (DA) is commonly referred to as architectural anisotropy and
relates to the preferential orientation, or main direction, of the trabeculae and the degree
of dispersion around it24,27. More simply, this parameter assesses how oriented the
structures are within a specified volume24. The calculation of DA is by the mean intercept
length method, where the longest vector is divided by the shortest vector28. The value of 1
is considered isotropic, meaning the material is considered to be homogenous with the
same properties in all directions28. A value greater than 1 indicates that the structure is
anisotropic, meaning the material is nonhomogeneous with varying properties in different
14

directions28. Bone is a highly adaptive anisotropic material, meaning that bone will change
and remodel depending on the direction of forces and overall mechanical demands that are
applied to it 24,26,29.
The following parameters were assessed with clinical CT utilizing the MindWays
QCT Pro™ Software: aBMD, vBMD, Mass, Area, and Volume. The QCT Pro™ software
enables users to make quantitative analyses of bone mineral density utilizing a CT scan30.
Mass is a weight measurement that is measured in grams, area is a surface measurement
assessed in cm2, and volume defines the spatial occupancy and is measured in cm3. All
three of these measures are more valuable when assessed together for a given sample. Both
areal bone mineral density, or aBMD, and volumetric bone mineral density, or vBMD, are
density measurements of the bone, but differ in their calculations31. Areal BMD is
measured in g/cm2 and it is the total mineralized mass of the bone (g) divided by the total
projected area of the bone (cm2). This differs from vBMD which is measured in g/cm3 and
is the total mineralized mass of the bone (g) divided by the total volume of the bone (cm3).
Thus, vBMD is less sensitive to the positioning of the bone when making measurements
as the volume does not change due to the orientation of the bone31. As such, vBMD is the
main measurement of bone mineral density reported for this dissertation research.

1.4

Sesamoid Bones
Sesamoid bones are small, rounded to triangular shaped bones, apparently named

originally due to a shape that has some resemblance to a sesame seed, that are found
embedded within tendons or ligaments32. Sesamoid bones were thought to have evolved
in lizards and mammals approximately 150 to 200 million years ago according to fossil
record during the Jurassic period32,33.
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In humans there are multiple sesamoid bones that are variable in number between
individuals, with some people having as many as 42 sesamoid bones in their skeleton32.
Some of the commonly found sesamoids include the patella, fabella, metatarsophalangeal
sesamoid bones in the feet, interphalangeal joint sesamoid of the big toe,
metacarpophalangeal sesamoid bones in the hands and the interphalangeal joint sesamoid
of the thumb32,34. The sesamoids that are often variable and not found in all individuals
include those of the hands and feet at any of the metacarpo/metatarsophalangeal or
interphalangeal joints34. The largest, most conserved, and best-known sesamoid present
within mammals is the patella32. This sesamoid is located within the quadriceps tendon
and is part of the patellofemoral joint, which is one of two joints of the knee33.
Sesamoid bones can be found at one of two types of locations, the first being next
to a site of articulation between two bones facing into the joint, and the second at sites
where tendons are angled over an osseous or bony surface34. Additionally, sesamoid bones
have multiple functionalities that include protecting the tendon or ligament from damage
and increasing the efficiency of the associated muscle by decreasing friction and absorbing
and redistributing forces32,34. From a biomechanical perspective, sesamoids frequently
work like a pulley and/or a fulcrum, decreasing friction, modifying pressure, and
increasing muscle pull by enhancing the moment arm33,34.
There are two main developmental models for sesamoid bones. The first is the
mechanical model that suggests that sesamoid bone development is regulated by
mechanical factors. These mechanical factors include the skeletal geometry, posture,
muscular activity, and embryonic movement that induces cartilaginous deposits to form
within tendons that then ossify over time into sesamoid bones 33,35. The second
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developmental model is a biochemical model. This model suggests that sesamoids form
from long bone detachment that is moderated by cell signaling and occurs independent of
embryonic movement and mechanical load33.
Knowledge about the maturation of sesamoid bones is fairly incomplete and varies
tremendously depending on the particular sesamoid bone and individual. The human
patella is said to first begin ossifying from multiple ossification centers around 2-3 years
of age and continue into adolescence, fusing at puberty36,37. While sesamoids within the
metatarsophalangeal joints of human feet were not shown to begin ossifying until age 8
and then did not finish ossification until approximately 26 years of age in women and 29
years of age in men38.

1.5

Sesamoid Bones of the Horse
Equine sesamoid bones maintain the same functionality seen within other species,

serving to increase the efficiency of the associated joint32. Anatomically, there are three
types of sesamoid bones located within the horse (Figure 1.5.1). The first is the patella
which is part of the stifle joint (true knee), located within each of the two hindlimbs of the
horse. The second type of sesamoid bone is the navicular bone, or distal sesamoid, one
found within each of the horse’s hooves. The final type of equine sesamoid bone are the
proximal sesamoid bones (PSBs) found in the fetlock joint of each limb of the horse. Each
fetlock has a pair of PSBs, one medial and one lateral. Thus, the horse has 14 sesamoid
bones in total, 2 patella, 4 navicular bones, and 8 PSBs. Unlike the sesamoid bones of
humans, this number is not variable between individual horses.
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Figure 1.5.1 Sesamoid bones of the horse and where they are located. A) Patella – one in
the stifle joint of each hindlimb, total of two in the horse. B) Navicular bone – one in each
hoof, total of four in the horse. C) Proximal sesamoid bone – two in each fetlock joint,
total of eight in the horse. Image of Pioneerof the Nile modified from WinStar Farm 39.

1.5.1

Equine Proximal Sesamoid Bones
The PSBs have the appearance of rounded triangular pyramids. Within each limb,

the PSB that is more towards the midline of the body is considered the medial PSB while
the PSB further from the midline of the body is considered the lateral PSB. The two paired
PSBs are located at the palmar/plantar aspect of the distal end of the 3rd metacarpal/tarsal
bone, commonly known as the cannon bone, within the metacarpo/metatarsophalangeal
joint40. The PSBs have both a subchondral articular surface as well as an osseous surface,
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the articular surface of the PSBs juxtaposes with the distal end of the cannon bone40. The
equine metacarpo/metatarsophalangeal joint, more commonly known as the fetlock joint,
is composed of four bones, the third metacarpal/metatarsal bone, the two PSBs, and the
proximal phalanx. The motion of this hinge joint is strictly in the sagittal plane with a
natural range of motion from flexion to extension of approximately 140 degrees40–42.
The equine fetlock is considered by many to be more than just a diarthrodial joint,
as it is ultimately pivotal not only for movement, but also functions as a critically important
shock absorber, energy storage system, and stabilizer for the lower limb during
locomotion43. A multitude of tendons and ligaments are responsible for the support and
movement of this joint. Extensor tendons located on the dorsal aspect of the limb function
to extend the limb and include the common digital extensor tendon and lateral digital
extensor tendon40. On the palmar/plantar aspect of the limb, flexor tendons include the
superficial digital flexor tendon and the deep digital flexor tendon40. One of the major
components of the fetlock joint is the elastic suspensory apparatus.
1.5.2

Suspensory Apparatus
This suspensory apparatus consists of the suspensory ligament, also referred to as

the third interosseous muscle, the PSBs, the intersesmoidean ligament and the distal
sesamoidean ligaments41,43,44. The suspensory ligament originates at the proximal end of
the cannon bone and the distal carpal bones, continues down the length of the cannon bone
and splits into two branches that each insert into the proximal abaxial surface of a PSB,
one branch to each sesamoid40. The suspensory ligament lies deep to the deep digital flexor
tendon and the superficial digital flexor tendon40. The intersesmoidean ligament connects
the two paired PSBs axially across the entire interface between the two bones 43. The
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intersesmoidean ligament is flexible as it allows the PSBs to interact with the condyles of
the third metacarpal but also strong enough to hold the PSBs together and not allow them
to spread apart abaxially when the limb is weight bearing43. The distal sesamoidean
ligaments consist of four ligaments, straight, cruciate, short, and oblique, that attach from
the basilar surface of the PSBs to either the proximal palmar surface of the proximal
phalanx (cruciate, short and oblique ligaments) and the middle, or second, phalanx
(straight ligament)41,43,44.
The equine suspensory apparatus stores and returns elastic strain energy as the
horse moves. This apparatus acts as a spring to store energy, lengthening when the limb
is loaded or strained during the stance phase of motion, and then returns this energy with
elastic recoil, while also assisting with the limb propulsion and movement at the end of the
stance phase and into the swing phase, when the limb is not weight bearing41,45,46.
Additionally, the suspensory apparatus functions to prevent hyperextension of the fetlock
joint when the limb is loaded45,46. The elasticity of the suspensory apparatus serves to
counteract the substantial weight on the fetlock joint and also place limits on the range of
extension44.
The PSBs receive both compression and tension forces when the limb is
weightbearing and the fetlock is in dorsiflexion. The suspensory ligament lengthens and
pulls proximally at the abaxial insertion point on each PSB, while the distal sesamoidean
ligaments act as a functional continuation of the suspensory ligament and hold the
sesamoids with tension distally43. Due to these tension forces, the PSBs will move and
interact with the distal end of the 3rd metacarpal bone, and the sagittal ridge of the 3rd
metacarpal bone will move in between the PSBs, interacting with the intersesmoidean
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ligament. This interaction with the cannon bone creates the compressive impact that the
PSBs experience43,47. The fetlock joint and suspensory apparatus are also supported by the
superficial digital flexor tendon and deep digital flexor tendon44. Both tendons run
superficially across a smooth groove formed at the palmar aspect of the PSBs that is lined
with articular cartilage and are held in place via the palmar annular ligament40.
1.5.3

PSB Development and Maturation
Equine PSB development has not been widely studied, and not much is currently

known about either their formation or maturation in the horse. One chapter on fetal
ossification and normal joint development states that ossification of PSBs begins in late
gestation at approximately 290-330 days of gestation48. Another text states that PSBs
typically have one ossification center each and that ossification will typically be complete
when the horse reaches approximately 3-4 months of age, but continue to enlarge until
approximately 18 months of age49. New knowledge and insight into PSB maturation has
been gained by a recent study completed by Mangine and colleagues at the University of
Kentucky. The findings demonstrate that multiple PSB internal morphometric and
morphological parameters reach a developmental plateau between the ages of 17 and 24
months, suggesting that PSBs seem to reach maturity by approximately 24 months of
age50.

1.6
1.6.1

Skeletal Adaptation to Forces of Racing
Bone Remodeling
Bone is a very adaptive tissue that is able to change its properties in response to the

mechanical demand and forces placed on it. Bone can adapt to situations such as that of
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disuse, complete immobilization, or high activity and high loads29. Bone remodeling refers
to the replacement of bone with new bone and is the process by which bone is able to
continually renew. The purpose of bone remodeling is to repair micro-damage that has
occurred to the bone from every day stress, regulate calcium homeostasis, and to renew
the skeleton51. Bone remodeling is an ongoing and constant process that involves
resorption of existing old or damaged bone and the deposition of new bone.
The major cell types involved in bone remodeling include osteoclasts, osteoblasts,
and osteocytes. Osteocytes are the most abundant cell type within bone and they are
involved in bone homeostasis52. Osteocytes perceive stress on the bone from exercise and
mechanical forces or from lack of loading and respond by regulating fluid flow within the
bone and by participating in mechanotransduction, the process of converting mechanical
forces to biochemical signals that are received by neighboring cells 52. Osteocytes direct
the bone remodeling process based on the loading, or lack thereof, that will result in a net
bone formation or bone elimination53. Osteoclasts are involved in bone resorption. When
activated by either a need for calcium ions, damage to the bone, or need for remodeling,
these cells attach to the bone surface and utilize both hydrogen ion concentrations (i.e., the
highly localized regulation of pH) and lysosomal enzymes to break down the existing bone
matrix52,53. Osteoblasts are the cells involved with bone deposition. These cells fill in the
regions of the bone that were resorbed by the osteoclasts by depositing bone matrix that
will mineralize into new bone51,53. Osteoblasts then go on to one of three fates, they might
undergo cell death through apoptosis, flatten and line the bone surface, or become a mature
osteocyte51,52.
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During bone remodeling, the osteoclasts and osteoblasts work jointly to respond to
regulatory factors (signaling) from the osteocytes. Bone remodeling can be broken down
into four main phases, activation, resorption, reversal, and formation54. During activation,
the osteoclasts are recruited, where they then commence the resorption phase and begin
resorbing the bone54. This is followed by the reversal phase when the osteoclasts undergo
cell death via apoptotic mechanisms and osteoblasts are recruited54. Finally, during
formation, the osteoblasts secrete new bone matrix which then mineralizes to new bone54.
1.6.2

Bone Adaptation
Bone modeling is the process by which bone is able to grow, develop, and respond

(i.e., adapt) to biomechanical forces by altering the shape, size and/or internal architecture
of the bone53–55. The process of bone modeling occurs via the independent action of
osteoblasts and osteoclasts54. Bone modeling is controlled by both genetic and
environmental factors such as the level of physical activity and loading54. A major
difference between bone remodeling and bone modeling is that bone modeling results in
either a net increase or decrease in the amount of bone whereas the amount of bone remains
constant with bone remodeling55.
Bone is able to perceive loading in the form of tension and compression forces,
where compression forces tend to increase bone formation and tension forces initiate bone
remodeling53. Increased forces on the bone has been shown to lead to modeling of the
surface shape to increase bone mass and to increase the density and thickness of the
internal architecture to help resist the stress of these increased forces43.
In response to the increased loading and mechanical forces that are seen in racing
and training Thoroughbreds, bone will model and subsequently remodel in order to adapt
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to biomechanical parameters by making changes in the structural architecture and shape
of the bone53,56. An example of this response and the one most commonly cited is modeling
of the dorsal surface of the 3rd metacarpus/tarsus bones (cannon bones) in Thoroughbred
racehorses53. The dorsal cortical bone has been shown to double or even triple in thickness
in response to the high loading produced by high-speed training and racing and to
neutralize bone deformation53. Additional observed changes to the structural architecture
of the cannon bone in response to these forces include thickening of trabeculae, increased
bone volume fraction and bone density56,57.
Once a bone has sufficiently modeled to meet the level of strain and loading that is
experienced with race training and competition, the modeling process will slow or end as
long as the exercise level is maintained53. The bone will continue to remodel in order to
renew and repair the bone as it experiences everyday wear and tear 53. If the wear and tear
is too rapid or too abundant for the remodeling process to keep up with, damage can begin
to accumulate, which can lead to microfractures. If the bone is not given enough time to
heal and repair, the accumulated damage has the potential to result in stress fractures 53,58.
Bone remodeling rates have been shown to be decreased during conditions of high
magnitude cyclic loading, conditions that are observed with thoroughbred horses that are
training and racing56. Unfortunately, sensitive and specific methods for trainers and
veterinarians to assess whether horses that are training and racing are able to maintain the
necessary bone remodeling rate to adequately prevent the accumulation of microdamage
currently do not exist56.
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1.7
1.7.1

Bone Fatigue and Fractures in Racehorses
Fracture Mechanisms
There are three main fracture mechanisms that occur in bone. Monotonic fractures

occur when a bone is overloaded and fails due to an extraordinarily high force that may be
due to an accident or fall59. While racehorses do experience this fracture type, monotonic
fractures are more commonly experienced by sport horses competing with obstacles and
jumps that have to be maneuvered at high speeds59. Pathological fractures occur when the
bone has been weakened by some sort of pathology and becomes unable to support normal
physiologic loads59. Fatigue fractures, often referred to as stress fractures, occur when a
bone experiences cyclic loading and its material properties begin to progressively erode59.
As this process continues, the bone may become so weakened by the rate of accumulation
of fatigue damage or microfractures, that it reaches a point of being unable to withstand
normal loads59.
Most fractures that affect racehorses are due to bone fatigue and not a single stress
event59. Multiple observations support this important point that the majority of fractures
that affect racehorses are indeed due to fatigue, rather than an isolated or random ‘bad
step’ event. These observations include that (1) fractures usually do not occur due to an
identifiable incident, but are experienced by horses undergoing intense, repetitive, high
strain loading in the form of race training, (2) that fractures are consistently located at the
same anatomical location in affected bones, with incomplete fractures often identified at
those sites as well, and (3) that fractured areas often show evidence in postmortem
examinations of pathological changes that were accumulated over time57,59–61.
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1.7.2

PSB Fracture Mechanism
Proximal sesamoid bone fractures are one of the most commonly reported fatal

CMI types in North American Racing, making up approximately 45-50% of fatal injuries
to Thoroughbred racehorses and 37-40% of fatal injuries to racing quarter horses 1,62,63.
There are two main theories for how these fractures come about. The first theory suggests
that PSBs become the weakest component of the suspensory apparatus62,64. This model is
supported by data showing that untrained horses are more likely to experience injuries to
their suspensory ligament than to their PSBs45,64. Race training is said to strengthen the
suspensory ligament in order to sustain the high loads experienced during strenuous
exercise or high speed work45,64. The model proposes that strengthening of the suspensory
ligament ultimately results in the PSBs becoming the weakest link in the suspensory
apparatus and the component most at risk of failure45,64.
During strenuous exercise, the superficial digital flexor tendon and deep digital
flexor tendon along with their associated muscle bodies can become fatigued which leads
to decreased support of the distal limb and a greater biomechanical dependence on the
suspensory apparatus and the fetlock joint45,47. When this occurs, the joint begins to
experience greater extension due to the heightened loads placed on the suspensory
apparatus, which leads to increased tension on the PSBs and additional compressive
impact from the distal cannon bone as the suspensory apparatus attempts to prevent
hyperextension and support the weight of the horse45,47. The PSBs then begin to
accumulate microdamage to their cancellous microarchitecture due to accumulated fatigue
by these increased forces, and this ultimately puts the PSB more at risk for fracture 45,47.
Additionally, it has been found that most PSB fractures occur towards “the end of a race
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or during prolonged high intensity exercise”, as these are times when fatigue is likely to
be experienced and hyperextension of the fetlock joint is largest65.
The second theory that has been advanced as a pathological process or tissue
mechanism for PSB fracture proposes that microdamage accumulates within the PSBs due
to the repeated loading that PSBs experience with race training and competition such that
a focal lesion begins to form66. The focal lesion is a site of accumulated microdamage that
has stimulated bone resorption and results in a weakened structure due to a loss of bone,
leading to additional microdamage accumulation67. This progressive structural lesion
ultimately weakens the bone and with additional stress and continued damage
accumulation from repetitive training predisposes the PSB to fracture and suspensory
apparatus failure62,66,67. A specific lesion reported by Shaffer and colleagues has recently
been identified in the midbody and slightly abaxial region of medial PSBs, a focal
subchondral osteopenia, that was only found to be in horses that fractured their PSBs and
not found in any horses that did not experience a PSB fracture62. The lesion was identified
in both the fractured PSBs and the PSBs from the contralateral limb of PSB fracture horses,
as was expected as repetitive race training is known to affect limbs bilaterally57,61,62.
1.7.3

PSB Facture Types
There are multiple types of PSB fractures with a range of clinical significance that

occur in horses. PSB fractures can be biaxial fractures, meaning that both the medial and
lateral PSBs of a limb are fractured, or occur as uniaxial fractures, where only one of the
PSBs is fractured65. Biaxial sesamoid fractures are the main cause of CMI events and
suspensory apparatus failure in racing Thoroughbreds45,58,63,65. Fractures of PSBs are
classified further according to the location and specific orientation of the fracture. These
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include apical, midbody, basilar, comminuted, abaxial, and sagittal (axial) fracture
locations, the anatomical positions for which are illustrated in Figure 1.7.1.

Figure 1.7.1 Anatomical locations of the PSB that are used descriptively for specific
classification of PSB fractures and navigation of the bone. Image A (left) shows a left
medial forelimb PSB in the dorsal view demonstrating the apical, midbody, and basilar
regions of the PSB in the blue boundaries while also showing the axial and abaxial
regions using the orange boundaries. Image B (right) showcases a right medial forelimb
PSB in the abaxial view demonstrating the subchondral or articular surface and the
osseous surfaces bracketed in green.

Apical fractures occur in the proximal 1/3 portion of the sesamoid bone, and
frequently include the articular surface45. Apical fractures are the most common type of
PSB fracture in both Standardbreds and Thoroughbreds45,65. Midbody fractures occur in
the middle 1/3 portion of the sesamoid and typically split the PSB into nearly equal halves
transversely, these fractures occur more frequently in the forelimbs 45,65. Basilar fractures
occur in the distal 1/3 portion of the sesamoid, and these fractures often include the
articular surface. Basilar fractures occur more commonly in Thoroughbreds than
Standardbreds and more frequently in the forelimb than the hindlimb45,65. Abaxial fractures
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occur where the suspensory ligament inserts into the abaxial ridge of the palmar/plantar
region of the PSB. These fractures can be either articular or non-articular, though most are
non-articular45,65. They more commonly occur in the forelimb45,65. Comminuted fractures
and sagittal (axial) fractures are considered more complex fractures and will generally
include the articular surface45. The term comminuted fracture is used when the bone breaks
into more than two pieces, often biaxial and open with extensive damage to the soft
tissue45. These are frequently CMI events with a poor prognosis65. Sagittal (axial) fractures
occur on the axial portion of the PSB and are generally associated with pathology in the
intersesmoidean ligament and often occur with or after a lateral condylar fracture65.
Sagittal fractures are relatively uncommon in comparison to the other PSB fracture types 45.
For all PSB fracture types, the medial PSB is more commonly fractured. A hypothesis
advanced is that because both the medial PSB and the medial portion of the fetlock joint
are larger than the lateral region and lateral PSB, the medial side might experience higher
loading and associated forces63,65.

1.8

Recent studies focused on PSB structural adaptation to racing
Due to the significance of PSB fractures to the Thoroughbred racing industry,

recent investigations are attempting to determine how equine PSBs adapt to high speed
training and racing and what changes are associated with PSB fractures utilizing multiple
imaging modalities including microradiographs, standing MRI, CT, and µCT.
One of the earliest studies to look at PSB structural modeling associated with racing
was completed in 1991 by Young et al. out of the University of Pennsylvania School of
Veterinary Medicine. This group utilized microradiographs to assess changes to PSB
internal structure across four groups with two horses each: an untrained pasture turnout
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group, two groups trained on dirt tracks with differed training regimes, and a final group
trained on a wood chip track. Ultimately, this study reported that horses that were in race
training had increased trabecular thickness and decreased porosity compared to the
untrained pasture group, demonstrating stress adaptation of the PSBs to race training47.
A 2011 study by Shi et al. completed at The Chinese University of Hong Kong
analyzed PSBs via CT using voxel based morphometry to assess bone mineral density of
the whole bone, as well as the axial and abaxial halves of the PSBs. PSB fracture horses
were shown to have an overall BMD that was 11.7% higher than the non-PSB fracture
horses though this difference was not statistically significant68. Additionally, PSB fracture
horses had significantly higher BMD in the abaxial region of both the medial and lateral
PSBs compared to the non-PSB fracture control group68.
In 2015, a study out of the Equine Medical Center of Ocala, Florida, by Peloso et
al. analyzed horses euthanized due to PSB fractures compared to control horses that were
euthanized for a reason that did not involve the fetlock joint, with standing MRI. A grading
system was created and utilized to assess the densification of the PSBs and the results
suggested that case horses had more severe bone changes than the control horses, and that
the PSBs in the fractured limb have a higher density than control PSBs69.
A 2019 study completed by Cresswell et al. at Cornell University assessed PSBs of
the contralateral limb of the fractured PSB compared to control horses that did not fracture
a PSB utilizing µCT. It was found that PSBs from the fracture group had significantly
greater bone volume fraction values and trabecular thickness, while the control group had
significantly higher tissue volume, bone width, and degree of anisotropy compared to the
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PSB fracture group70. No differences were found in any measured parameter between
medial and lateral PSBs or left and right limb70.
The most recent study evaluating PSBs in Thoroughbred racehorses was completed
by Shaffer et al. at University of California-Davis in 2020. The main objective of their
study was to identify and characterize bone structural abnormalities that precede PSB
fracture62. This study utilized medial PSB samples taken from case horses – euthanized
for unilateral forelimb biaxial PSB fractures, and control horses – euthanized for reasons
other than a PSB fracture. Assessments of the PSBs included visual examinations,
photographs, contact radiographs, histology, and µCT. The study reported that a focal
subchondral lesion in the abaxial mid-body of PSBs was found to be present in most case
horses, but not found in any of the control horses62. This lesion was characterized by
discoloration, radiolucency, osteopenia, low tissue mineral density, and a surrounding
region of dense cancellous bone62. The investigators proposed that this subchondral lesion,
found in the medial PSBs of case horses, may have predisposed them to biaxial midbody
fracture62.

1.9

Thesis Overview
CMIs unfortunately remain one of the most significant problems effecting the

Thoroughbred racing industry. According to the 2020 Equine Injury Database, the current
rate of breakdown injuries was approximately 1.41 per 1000 horse starts, slightly
decreased from the previous decade3. Major efforts across multiple scientific disciplines
continue research to understand the pathogenesis of CMI and sensitive diagnostic
parameters or biomarkers capable of identifying horses at high risk for CMI. Despite the
epidemiological data demonstrating PSB involvement in 40-50% of CMI events, a number
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of critical knowledge gaps remain. Additional information is clearly needed to understand
normal structural changes that occur within PSBs during bone modeling processes in
response to the biomechanical forces of high speed exercise and racing. This knowledge
is essential if scientists and clinicians are going to accurately identify and characterize
pathological structural changes associated specifically with increased risk of PSB fracture.
In order to make progress on this critical knowledge gap, this study tested the
hypothesis that equine PSBs respond to the altered biomechanical forces of high speed
exercise by increasing trabecular thickness, bone volume fraction, and connectivity
density, and by decreasing trabecular separation and degree of anisotropy. The
experimental approach used was to analyze the internal structure and microarchitecture of
equine PSBs with CT and µCT scans and evaluations. The main parameter assessed with
CT was vBMD, while those assessed with µCT include TV, BV, BV/TV, Conn.D, Tb.N,
Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, and DA.
Comparisons of the bone morphometric parameters were made postmortem using
samples from Thoroughbred horses across four experimental groups: 1) horses that had
not entered racehorse training, 2) horses that were actively training and racing before being
euthanized for a reason that was unrelated to an exercise-associated CMI, 3) horses that
were actively training and racing before being euthanized due to a CMI that did not involve
a PSB fracture, and 4) horses that were actively training and racing before being euthanized
due to a CMI that included a PSB fracture. Group 1 was a critical control group included
in order to establish normal PSB structure and to better identify what structural changes
occur within the PSBs as Thoroughbreds adapt to racing and high speed work. Groups 2,
3, and 4 were included to specifically assess what structural changes occur to the PSBs of
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horses in racing and training and identify those that might precede a PSB fracture. These
groups also enable the additional comparison of PSBs between those racehorses who were
euthanized for something other than an exercise associated CMI to those that were
euthanized due to a CMI.
To test the study hypothesis, measured morphometric parameters were compared
across the four experimental groups, between PSBs from right versus left forelimbs, and
between medial versus lateral PSBs of the forelimbs. The results obtained provide
necessary baseline data for future efforts aimed at the improvement of antemortem
assessment of PSB health in equine athletes.

CHAPTER 2. THESIS PROJECT
2.1

Introduction
Proximal sesamoid bone (PSB) fractures are one of the most prevalent catastrophic

musculoskeletal injuries (CMI) affecting Thoroughbred horses in racing and training,
making up approximately 45-50% of all fatal injuries1,62,63. Due to their epidemiological
significance, efforts have increased to study PSBs and understand normal changes and
modeling adaptations that occur in these bones in response to the increased biomechanical
forces experienced during high-speed exercise and racing. This knowledge is needed to
both identify and characterize pathological structural changes associated with an increased
risk of PSB fracture.
Prior studies utilizing advanced imaging technologies have identified bone volume
fraction and trabecular thickness as morphometric parameters that are significantly
elevated in the PSBs of Thoroughbred horses suffering PSB fractures47,68–70. The elevation
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of these two parameters suggest increased densification of PSBs may occur prior to
structural failure. However, knowledge gaps remain in terms of understanding normal
modeling changes to the microstructural anatomy of PSBs in response to high speed
exercise and racing competition relative to pathologic changes associated with PSB
fracture. The use of advanced imaging technologies has proven able to shed light on
morphologic and morphometric features of bones. Both computed tomography (CT) and
microcomputed tomography (µCT) were utilized in this study to investigate the internal
structure and microstructure of whole PSBs from Thoroughbreds.
This study tests the hypothesis that equine PSBs respond to the altered
biomechanical forces of high-speed exercise by increasing trabecular thickness, bone
volume fraction, and connectivity density, and by decreasing trabecular separation and
degree of anisotropy. Postmortem CT and µCT were utilized to compare forelimb PSBs
from Thoroughbreds in four experimental groups: Group 1 includes horses that had not
entered race training, Group 2 included horses that were actively training and racing before
euthanasia for a reason unrelated to an exercise associated CMI, Group 3 included horses
that were actively training and racing before euthanasia due to a CMI that did not involve
a PSB fracture, and Group 4 was composed of horses that were actively training and racing
before euthanasia due to a CMI that included a PSB fracture.
Parameters assessed with µCT included bone volume (BV), total volume (TV),
bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular number, thickness, and separation (Tb.N,
Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp), connectivity density (Conn.D), and degree of anisotropy (DA). Clinical
CT imaging was used to measure volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD) and assess the
relative distribution across the four experimental groups of a recently reported focal
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subchondral lesion identified in the abaxial mid-body of PSBs from Thoroughbreds
suffering CMI with PSB fractures62.

2.2

Materials and Methods
The overall sequence of sample acquisition, processing, imaging, and analysis are

illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1 Overview of the sequence of steps utilized for this study, including sample
acquisition, sample processing, CT and µCT imaging, and data analysis. *Samples
acquired prior to 2019 did not undergo CT image analysis as this was when the scanner
was installed and collaboration with the local equine veterinary hospital began.
2.2.1

PSB Sample Collection
The Kentucky Horse Racing Commission (KHRC) mandates that horses dying for

any reason on Kentucky racetracks must undergo a necropsy. All samples utilized in this
study were obtained postmortem at the University of Kentucky Veterinary Diagnostic Lab
(VDL). Horses were euthanized by either a KHRC or private veterinarian, due to the
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sustained injury or other affliction, minus the horses that experienced death without direct
human intervention. Within 24 hours of euthanasia or death, the horses were transported
to the VDL where the body was kept in a cooler maintained at 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
Necropsies were completed by a veterinary pathologist at the VDL within 24 hours of
arrival. Immediately following this postmortem exam, both forelimbs were amputated
above the carpus and returned to the cooler. Within a maximum of five days, the limbs
underwent clinical CT scanning at a collaborating equine veterinary hospital. The limbs
were out of the cooler for a total of 2-3 hours due to transportation and time needed for
scanning, where 3 hours was the maximum time out of the cooler.
Upon return of the limbs to the diagnostic lab following CT, paired forelimb PSB
samples were dissected from the suspensory apparatus of the limbs within 2-3 days,
wrapped in a lactated ringers soaked towel in a water tight bag, and frozen at -20 degrees
Fahrenheit. Samples were later thawed, PSBs separated medial from lateral, surrounding
soft tissue trimmed for ideal fit within the µCT tube, and stored in 10% phosphate buffered
formalin at room temperature. As of Spring 2020, procedural changes were made to enable
the immediate separation of the paired PSBs and storage in 10% phosphate buffered
formalin following dissection from the limb. All horses with PSB fractures had both
fractured and non-fractured limbs imaged with CT and PSBs collected, but for the
purposes of this study, only PSBs from the contralateral limb to that of the fractured PSB(s)
were utilized. No fractured PSBs were included in the current sample set.
2.2.2

Experimental Group Classification
Horses were classified into four experimental groups depending first on their entry

into race training and racing and second on the reason for euthanasia. Group 1 includes
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Thoroughbreds that had not entered race training and are control horses. Groups 2, 3 and
4 include Thoroughbreds that were actively racing or training when euthanized. Group 2
horses were euthanized for reasons other than a CMI, and are considered the Non-CMI
horses. Group 3 horses were euthanized due to a CMI that did not include a PSB fracture
and are the CMI, no PSB FX horses. Finally, group 4 horses were euthanized due to a CMI
that included a PSB fracture and are the CMI, PSB FX horses. PSB samples were selected
for analysis from a pool of 104 horses that were collected over the period of 2015 through
2021. Samples were chosen to provide an equal number of PSBs (40) in each experimental
group 2-4, where all available PSBs (16) from group 1 horses were utilized, as well as to
gender and age match the experimental groups as closely as was possible. Details
regarding the ages, genders, and specific pathology of these 104 horses can be found in
Appendix 2.
2.2.3

µCT Sample Set
The µCT comparisons included samples from a total of 44 horses. Details on these

donors including sex, age, number of forelimbs, and number of PSBs are provided in Table
2.1, below. Only four horses met the experimental criteria as unraced and untrained for
participation in group 1. This group is comprised of 3 females and 1 intact male, aged 2460 months, that were donated for this study due to owner-elected euthanasia. Ten horses
were selected from group 2, the Non-CMI group, 4 females, 3 intact males, and 3 neutered
males. The horses in this group were between 21 to 71 months of age and were euthanized
or died for the following reasons: colic – 2, basophenoid fracture – 2, undetermined causes
– 2, EPM – 1, hemoperitoneum – 1, subcutaneous hemorrhage and edema – 1, and tension
pneumothorax – 1. Ten horses were selected from group 3, the CMI, no PSB Fracture
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group, they include 4 females, 3 intact males, and 3 neutered males. The horses in this
group were between 29 and 67 months of age and were euthanized due to the following:
humerus fracture – 4, carpus fracture – 2, third metacarpal fracture – 1, third metatarsal
fracture – 1, ilium fracture – 1, and 1st and 2nd proximal phalanx fractures – 1. For horses
in group 4, the PSB fracture group, 20 horses were selected, 8 females, 6 intact males, and
6 neutered males aged 25 to 70 months. Only PSBs from the contralateral limb were
assessed, so 20 horses were selected in order to have an even distribution of 10 left and 10
right forelimbs and have a total number of PSBs matching groups 2 and 3. Of the 10 horses
with right front PSB fractures, 8 experienced biaxial PSB fractures, and 2 experienced
medial PSB fractures. Of the 10 horses with left front PSB fractures, 9 experienced biaxial
PSB fractures and 1 experienced a medial PSB fracture.
Table 2.1 Sample details for µCT
Sample Group Number of
Horses
Unraced,
4
Untrained
Non-CMI
10
CMI, no PSB
Fracture
CMI, PSB
Fracture*
Total

10
20
44

Sex

Age Range
(Months)

3 Female
1 Male
4 Female
6 Male
4 Female
6 Male
8 Female
12 Male
19 Female
25 Male

24 - 60
21 - 71
29 - 67
25 - 70
21 - 71

Number of
Forelimbs
4 Left
4 Right
10 Left
10 Right
10 Left
10 Right
10 Left
10 Right
34 Left
34 Right

Number of
PSBs
8 Medial
8 Lateral
20 Medial
20 Lateral
20 Medial
20 Lateral
20 Medial
20 Lateral
68 Medial
68 Lateral

Distribution of horses and PSB samples scanned and evaluated with µCT. A total of 44
horses and 136 PSBs were evaluated amongst the four experimental groups. *Only PSBs
from the contralateral limb to that of the fractured PSBs were analyzed in the CMI, PSB
Fracture group.
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2.2.4

µCT Image Acquisition and Evaluation
All selected PSB samples, 136 in total, were scanned individually with a SCANCO

Medical µCT 40 instrument (software version 6.1, SCANCO, Wangen-Brüttisellen,
Switzerland) utilizing the X-Ray scan setting with energy and intensity setting of 70kVp,
114 microAmps, and 8 W, within a 40 millimeter µCT tube. Following scanning, PSB
scans were contoured and run through the SCANCO bone trabecular morphometry
evaluation with the following settings: Gauss sigma 1.6, Gauss support 3, lower threshold
154, and upper threshold 1000. Following this evaluation, a report was generated and the
following parameters recorded: total volume (mm3), bone volume (mm3), bone volume
fraction, connectivity density (1/mm3), trabecular number (1/mm), trabecular thickness
(mm), trabecular separation (mm), and degree of anisotropy.
2.2.5

CT Sample Set
For the clinical CT aspect of this study, axial CT scans were taken in collaboration

with a local equine veterinary hospital of postmortem Thoroughbred forelimbs acquired
and processed as described above. The clinical CT sample population differs in number
and makeup from those that underwent µCT scanning and evaluation. Axial fetlock CT
scanning of collected forelimbs became logistically possible in 2019, the year when the
clinical CT instrument was installed at the collaborating veterinary clinic. This difference
in start dates led to some of the collected PSBs ultimately not evaluated with clinical CT
if they were collected prior to instrument installation. A total of 55 horses were evaluated
with axial fetlock clinical CT and analyzed as opposed to the total of 104 horses whose
PSBs were collected.
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These 55 horses represent a total of 22 females and 33 males (17 intact and 16
neutered) over an age range of 20 - 87 months. Group 1, unraced untrained Thoroughbreds,
was limited to only 1 female aged 24 months. Group 2, the non-CMI group, consisted of
18 horses, 8 females, 5 intact males, and 5 neutered males between the ages of 20 and 83
months. Group 3, the CMI no PSB fracture group, consisted of 11 horses, 7 females, 3
intact males, and 1 neutered male, between the ages of 24 and 61 months. Group 4, the
PSB fracture group, consisted of 25 horses, 6 females, 9 intact males, 10 neutered males,
aged 25 to 87 months. Specifically for horses in group 4, those with PSB fractures, only
the PSBs in the contralateral limb to the fractured PSBs were analyzed. Within this group,
there were 10 horses with RF PSB fractures, 12 horses with LF PSB fractures, and 3 horses
with a hindlimb PSB fracture that enabled the study of the PSBs from both forelimbs.
Table 2.2, below, overviews the distribution of horses and PSB samples scanned and
evaluated in the clinical CT portion of the study.
Table 2.2 Sample details for clinical CT
Sample
Number of
Sex
Group
Horses
Unraced,
1
1 Female
Untrained
8 Female
Non-CMI
18
10 Male
CMI, no
PSB
11
7 Female
Fracture
4 Male
CMI, PSB
6 Female
25
Fracture*
19 Male
22 Female
Total
55
33 Male

Age Range
(Months)
24
20 - 83
24 - 61
25 - 87
20 - 87

Number of
Forelimbs
1 Left
1 Right
18 Left
18 Right

Number of
PSBs
2 Medial
2 Lateral
36 Medial
36 Lateral

11 Left
11 Right

22 Medial
22 Lateral

13 Left
15 Right
43 Left
45 Right

28 Medial
28 Lateral
88 Medial
88 Lateral

Distribution of horses and PSB samples scanned and evaluated with axial fetlock clinical
CT. A total of 55 horses and 176 PSBs were evaluated amongst the four experimental
groups. *Only PSBs from the contralateral limb to that of the fractured PSBs were
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analyzed in the CMI, PSB Fracture group, though 3 horses in this group had a hindlimb
PSB fracture that enabled the study of all 4 forelimb PSBs.
There is some overlap between those horses evaluated with µCT and those
evaluated with clinical CT in this study. One horse in group 1, the unraced, untrained
group, was utilized for both portions of this study, as this was the only control horse
collected after the installation of the CT instrument. Additionally, 5 horses in group 2, the
non-CMI group, 5 horses in group 3, the CMI no PSB fracture group, and 9 horses in group
4, the PSB fracture group, were utilized in both the µCT and clinical CT parts of this study.
2.2.6

CT Image Acquisition and Evaluation
Focused axial fetlock scans were taken for each forelimb of each horse using a

NL4000 BodyTom Elite CT Scanner (software version 1.08.10) with 120kV (Neurologica
Corporation, Danvers, MA). The DICOM images from each limb were evaluated for
pathology by the collaborating equine radiologist and uploaded to an AZURE file share
(Microsoft, Seattle, WA). DICOM files were then uploaded to the OsiriX DICOM Viewer
(Software version 11.0.1, Pixemo, Bernex, Switzerland) to be decompressed and exported
to the desktop for upload into MindWays QCT Pro™ software (Software version 6.1.90,
Austin, TX). Following upload utilizing AWCDreader.ext, files were analyzed using the
MindWays CT Bone Investigational Toolkit™. Individual PSBs were isolated and the high
threshold was controlled at 300 mg/c. The isolated PSBs were all rotated in view to square
the articular surface to the right hand side in the vertical plane of the axial view, square the
basilar surface in the horizontal plane in the sagittal view, and square the articular surface
to the vertical plane in the coronal view. The rotation step can be better visualized in Figure
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2.2.2 (A), below. A “user-defined” region of interest (ROI) was then fit to the 3D
projection of the PSB and a report was generated, Figure 2.2.2 (B), below. The following
parameters from the report were recorded: aBMD (g/cm2), vBMD (g/cm3), mass (g), area
(cm2), and volume (cm3).

A

B

Figure 2.2.2 The rotation step in the MindWays CT Bone Investigational Toolkit™ .
(A). Isolated PSBs were rotated to square the articular surface to the right hand side
vertically in the axial view, align the basilar surface horizontally in the sagittal view, and
square the articular surface to the vertical plane in the coronal view. (B). The userdefined ROI (in green) that is fit to the 3D projection of the PSB in the final step of the
MindWays CT Bone Investigational Toolkit™ prior to report generation.

Inter-user and intra-user variation assessments were made with the MindWays QCT
Pro™ software and Bone Investigational Toolkit™. In order to complete this analysis of
variation, five horses were selected and the four forelimb PSBs from each were run through
the Bone Investigational Toolkit procedure and measured by two users independently at
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three separate times. The data and results of this variation assessment can be found in
Appendix 3. The results indicate very minimal variation between assessors and by the
same assessor once the software and associated techniques were mastered.
2.2.7

Lesion Assessment of PSBs
A recent publication identified a specific lesion, a subchondral focal osteopenia,

that was found in the midbody and slightly abaxial articular subregion of the PSB
investigated by Shaffer et al62. As the description of this lesion is new and reported to be
clinically relevant, we sought to assess the PSBs in the clinical CT portion of this study
(55 horses) for the described subchondral focal osteopenic lesion (Figure 2.2.3). The
midbody articular region of all PSBs imaged with focused fetlock axial CT scans were
assessed for “lysis” or “lysis and sclerosis”, the clinical indications of this lesion, by a
collaborating practicing equine veterinary radiologist.
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Figure 2.2.3 Subchondral focal osteopenic lesion in the midbody articular region of the
PSBs as seen on axial CT scans of the fetlock joint via Osirix DICOM viewer. All images
are from the left forelimb of a 3 year old filly from group 2, non-CMI. The subchondral
focal osteopenic lesion is identified (yellow arrows). Images A and B showcase the same
slice of both PSBs in the transverse plane, medial and lateral PSBs are labeled, and both
PSBs have the described lesion, though the lateral PSB lesion is more severe. Images C
and D showcase the lateral PSB of the left forelimb in the sagittal plane. Images B and D
utilize the same lower window width and window level than A and C so that the lesion is
more easily viewed (seen as a darker spot).

For this analysis, PSBs from both forelimbs were studied in group 4, the CMI, PSB
fracture group. The use of both forelimbs from group 4 enabled the assessment of a total
of 220 PSBs with the following experimental group distribution: 4 PSBs from group 1, the
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unraced untrained horse, 72 from group 2, the Non-CMI group, 44 from group 3, the CMI,
no PSB fracture group, and 100 from group 4, CMI PSB fracture group. Ultimately, 25
PSBs from the PSB fracture group were excluded from this total due to a fracture that
extended into the midbody articular region of the PSB and prevented high confidence
assessment of this region by the radiologist. This brought the total number of PSBs
analyzed from 220 down to 195 and the number in group 4 from 100 to 75 PSBs.
2.2.8

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were completed in collaboration with the University of

Kentucky Applied Statistics Lab. Analyses were run utilizing R (Software version R 4.0.2)
(R Core Team 2020) via RStudio IDE (RStudio 2018). The dataset included six predictor
variables that were assessed to determine their effect on a set of response variables. The
predictor variables included age of the horse in months, weight in kg, gender, experimental
group, forelimb, and PSB. The response variables encompass the measured bone
morphometry parameters from the µCT study: TV, BV, BV/TV, Conn.D, Tb.N, Tb.Th,
Tb.Sp, and DA, and the two bone mineral density parameters assessed with MindWays
and the axial CT scans: aBMD and vBMD. As aBMD and vBMD are both measures of
bone mineral density and were highly concordant, vBMD was reported in the Results
subsection and aBMD data can be found in Appendix 4.
A linear mixed model was utilized, one for each response variable, to test whether
any of the predictor variables were associated with the response variable. In the mixed
model, the following variables were assigned as fixed effects: age, weight, gender,
forelimb, and PSB, and the case number of the horse was a random effect. For the analysis
of the PSB subchondral lesion, a logistic mixed model was utilized. A partial F-test was
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then used to test if each predictor variable affects the response variable. Of the predictor
variables, if experimental group or gender were significant, the Tukey procedure for
multiple comparisons was utilized to determine if the sub groups, i.e. female, intact male,
neutered male, or groups 1-4, were significantly different from one another. If the p-value
was less than the significance threshold of α = 0.05, this signaled statistical significance.
In the analysis of CT scans, for BMD and the subchondral lesion measures, only groups
2-4 were included in the statistical evaluation due to an n=1 in group 1. Additionally, a
Pearson correlation was utilized to determine if the measured bone morphometry
evaluation parameters were correlated.

2.3

Results
Microstructural parameters were evaluated with µCT and analyzed from a sample

set of 44 horses and 136 PSBs. Results are reported in biologically relevant categories.
Volume measurements and ratios including, TV, BV, and BV/TV, are the first
subgrouping, measures of trabecular structure are the second subgrouping and include
Tb.N, Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp, while the third subgroup contains DA and Conn.D, parameters
that describe trabecular arrangement. Following the results of the first three subgroupings
is a section on correlations between the bone morphometry parameters. Bone mineral
density is the final subgroup and specifically describes analyses of vBMD, evaluated with
clinical CT from a different sample group of 55 horses and 176 PSBs. Each biological
subgroup has a table showcasing all of the predictors and response variables with the
resulting p-values. Those parameters with statistically significant differences are presented
in more detail. Following the assessment of the bone morphometry parameters, is a section
on the focal subchondral lesion found on the midbody articular surface of PSB.
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2.3.1

Assessment of Volume
TV, BV, BV/TV were each analyzed utilizing mixed models and the following

predictor variables, age, weight, gender, experimental group, forelimb, and PSB (Table
2.3).
Table 2.3 Results of Mixed Model Assessments for Volume Measurements
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Total Volume
Bone Volume
Bone Volume
Fraction
Age (Months)
0.8041339
0.6713201
0.4720532
Weight (kg)
0.0000000*
0.0000000*
0.8332284
Gender
0.2524816
0.8540097
0.0630854
Experimental Group
0.0226773*
0.0002764*
0.0031390*
Group 2 -1
0.0001438*
0.0001438*
0.0192644*
Group 3 -1
0.0144912*
0.0251143*
Group 4 -1
0.0006943*
0.0013958*
Forelimb
0.3160323
0.0298095*
0.0056748*
PSB
0.0837118
0.0171741*
0.0464094*
P-values for the tested predictor variables for TV, BV, and BV/TV. If gender or
experimental group were significant, the Tukey test was utilized to determine which specific
differences were significant amongst the groups. *Significant p-value, <0.05.
Total volume, TV, had two significant predictors, experimental group and weight.
Where specific differences detailed that PSBs from group 2, the non-CMI group, had
significantly higher TV (mm3) than those of group 1. Groups 3 and 4 had values
intermediate to those of groups 1 and 2. A plot of the estimate marginal mean and 95%
confidence intervals for TV by sample group can be seen below in Figure 2.3.1, A. Weight
of the horse was a significant predictor variable for TV and they had a positive relationship
(Figure 2.3.1, B).
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Figure 2.3.1 A) Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence
intervals (light blue) of TV (mm3) for each experimental group. Experimental groups not
labeled with the same letter are significantly different from each other (p-value < 0.05).
B) Scatterplot showcasing the positive relationship of TV and weight with the PSBs of
each horse represented by a unique symbol.

Bone volume, BV, had four significant predictors, experimental group, weight,
forelimb, and PSB. For experimental group, it was found that groups 2, 3, and 4, all
racehorses, were significantly greater in BV (mm3) than group 1, the unraced untrained
group (Figure 2.3.2, A). Similar to TV, BV had a positive relationship with weight, as
weight of the horse increased so did the BV (Figure 2.3.2, B). Forelimb was also shown
to be a significant predictor with the right leg PSBs greater than the left leg PSBs in bone
volume (Figure 2.3.2, C). Finally, PSB was a significant predictor, where medial PSBs
were significantly greater in BV than lateral PSBs (Figure 2.3.2, D).
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Figure 2.3.2 A) Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence
intervals (light blue) of BV (mm3) for each experimental group. Experimental groups not
labeled with the same letter are significantly different from each other (p-value < 0.05).
B) Scatterplot showcasing the positive relationship of BV and weight with the PSBs of
each horse represented by a unique symbol. C) Box and whisker plot demonstrating the
distribution of values between the left and right forelimbs where the right forelimb PSBs
were significantly greater in BV than left forelimb PSBs. D) Box and whisker plot of the
distribution of values between the medial and lateral PSBs, where the medial PSBs are
significantly greater in BV than the lateral PSBs.
Bone volume fraction, BV/TV, had three significant predictors, experimental
group, forelimb, and PSB. Regarding experimental group, groups 2, 3, and 4, were
significantly greater than group 1, the unraced untrained group, (Figure 2.3.3, A). Forelimb
was also shown to be a significant predictor with the PSBs of the right forelimb having
significantly greater BV/TV than those of the left forelimb (Figure 2.3.3, B). Finally,
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medial PSBs were shown to have significantly greater BV/TV values than lateral PSBs
(Figure 2.3.3, C).
B

B

B

B
BV/TV

BV/TV

A

A

1

2
3
Experimental Group

4
Forelimb

BV/TV

C

PSB

Figure 2.3.3 Figures showcasing the distribution of predictor variables by BV/TV. A) Plot
of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence intervals (light blue)
of BV/TV for each experimental group. Experimental groups not labeled with the same
letter are significantly different from each other (p-value < 0.05). B) Box and Whisker
distribution of BV/TV by right and left forelimb, where the PSBs of the right limb has
significantly greater BV/TV than the left forelimb. C) Box and Whisker distribution of
BV/TV by PSB, where medial PSBs had significantly greater BV/TV than lateral PSBs.
2.3.2

Assessment of Trabecular Parameters
Three trabecular parameters were assessed with µCT and include Tb.N, Tb.Th, and

Tb.Sp. Each of these parameters were analyzed in a mixed model with the age, weight,
gender, experimental group, forelimb, and PSB as predictor variables. Results of these
analyses can be found in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Results of Mixed Model Assessments for Trabecular Measurements
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Trabecular
Trabecular
Trabecular
Number
Thickness
Separation
Age (Months)
0.1276815
0.5176012
0.0049354*
Weight (kg)
0.8210292
0.6353345
0.6697818
Gender
0.0203350*
0.0133314*
0.0072459*
Intact Male – Female
0.0323942*
Neutered Male – Female
0.0065082*
0.0065082*
Experimental Group
0.0024812*
0.0012112*
0.0537510
Group 4 -1
0.0027251*
0.0440828*
0.0391881*
Group 4 -3
0.0013718*
Forelimb
0.9489574
0.7527414
0.3941266
PSB
0.0025941*
0.0003581*
0.0420028*
P-values for the tested predictor variables for Tb.N, Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp. If gender or
experimental group were significant the Tukey test was utilized to determine which specific
differences were significant amongst the groups. *Demarcation for significant p-values
<0.05.

Trabecular number, Tb.N, had 3 significant predictors, experimental group, gender,
and PSB. Where specifically group 1, unraced untrained, had significantly greater
trabecular number than group 4, CMI PSB fracture. Groups 2 and 3 had values that were
intermediate to 1 and 4, the distribution of Tb.N (1/mm) by experimental group can be
seen in Figure 2.3.4, A. Sex was shown to be a significant predictor for Tb.N, where intact
males had significantly higher Tb.N than females, and neutered males had values
intermediate to the other two (Figure 2.3.4, B). Additionally, lateral PSBs were shown to
have significantly higher Tb.N than medial PSBs (Figure 2.3.4, C).
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Figure 2.3.4 A) Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence
intervals (light blue) of Tb.N (1/mm) for each experimental group. Experimental groups
not labeled with the same letter are significantly different from each other (p-value <
0.05). Box and whisker plots showcasing the distribution of Tb.N (1/mm) by B) gender,
where intact males had significantly higher values than females, and C) PSB, where
lateral PSBs were significantly greater than medial PSBs.
Similar to trabecular number, trabecular thickness, Tb.Th (mm) had 3 significant
predictors, experimental group, gender and PSB. For experimental group, groups 2 and 4,
the CMI PSB fracture and non-CMI groups, were significantly greater than group 1,
unraced untrained. Additionally, group 4 was significantly greater in Tb.Th then group 3,
CMI no PSB fracture. Tb.Th values for groups 2 and 3 were intermediate to that of Tb.Th
values of groups 1 and 4. Regarding gender, it was found that neutered males had
significantly greater values for Tb.Th than females, with intact males having intermediate
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values. PSB was also demonstrated to be a significant predictor with medial PSBs having
significantly greater values for Tb.Th than lateral PSBs. The significance in Tb.Th (mm)
by experimental group, sex, and PSB can be visualized in Figure 2.3.5 A, B, and C
respectively.
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Figure 2.3.5 A) Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence
intervals (light blue) of Tb.Th (mm) for each experimental group. Experimental groups
not labeled with the same letter are significantly different from each other (p-value <
0.05). Box and whisker plots showcasing the distribution of Tb.Th (mm) by B) sex, where
neutered males had significantly higher values than females, and C) PSB, where medial
PSBs were significantly greater than lateral PSBs.
Trabecular separation, Tb.Sp (mm), had three significant predictor variables that
included age, gender, and PSB (Figure 2.3.6 A, B, and C respectively). There was shown
to be a significantly positive relationship between age and Tb.Sp. In regards to sex of the
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horse, neutered males had significantly greater values for Tb.Sp than females, with intact
males having intermediate values. PSB was the final significant predictor variable with the
medial PSBs having significantly greater values of Tb.Sp than lateral PSBs. Additionally,
though experimental group was not a significant predictor variable in the mixed model,
when assessed with the Tukey procedure, group 1 had significantly greater values for
Tb.Sp than group 4 (Figure 2.3.6, D).
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Figure 2.3.6 Figures showcasing significant predictor variables and Tb.Sp. A) A scatter
plot of Tb.Sp (mm) by age in months with each symbol type representing the PSBs from
one horse. Age and Tb.Sp had a significantly positive relationship. B) Box and whisker
plot showing the distribution of Tb.Sp by sex, where neutered males had significantly
greater Tb.Sp than females. C) Box and whisker plot showing distribution of lateral and
medial PSBs, where medial PSBs had significantly greater Tb.Sp than lateral PSBs. D)
Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence intervals (light
blue) of Tb.Sp (mm) for each experimental group. Experimental groups not labeled with
the same letter are significantly different from each other (p-value < 0.05).
2.3.3

Assessment of Trabecular Arrangement
Two measures of trabecular arrangement, Conn.D and DA were evaluated with

µCT. Both parameters were analyzed in a mixed model with predictor variables of age,
weight, gender, experimental group, forelimb, and PSB, with the resulting p-values from
these analyses displayed in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5 Results of Mixed Model Assessments for Trabecular Arrangement
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Connectivity Density
Degree of Anisotropy
Age (Months)
0.5475050
0.0742361
Weight (kg)
0.2312702
0.1654323
Gender
0.2207616
0.8709846
Experimental Group
0.0259912*
0.0978473
Group 4 -1
0.0142604*
Forelimb
0.0594825
0.2106227
PSB
0.0796632
0.0000000*
Resulting p-values for each of the tested predictor variables for Conn.D and DA. If sex or
experimental group were significant the Tukey test was utilized to determine which specific
differences were significant amongst the groups. *Demarcation for significant p-values
<0.05.
One predictor, experimental group, was significant for connectivity density,
Conn.D, 1/mm3. It was found that PSBs from group 1, unraced untrained, were
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significantly greater in Conn.D than those of group 4, CMI PSB fracture. This relationship
can be visualized in Figure 2.3.7 below.

Conn.D (1/cm3)

A

AB

AB
B

1
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3
Experimental Group

4

Figure 2.3.7 Plot of the estimated marginal mean values (black) with 95% confidence
intervals (light blue) of Conn.D (1/mm3) for each experimental group. Experimental
groups not labeled with the same letter are significantly different from each other (pvalue < 0.05).
Degree of Anisotropy, DA, had one significant predictor variable, PSB.
Specifically, medial PSBs were shown to have significantly greater values for DA than

DA

lateral PSBs, shown below in Figure 2.3.8.

PSB

Figure 2.3.8 Box and whisker plot showcasing the distribution of DA values by PSB,
where medial PSBs had significantly greater values for DA than lateral PSBs.
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2.3.4

Correlation of Bone Morphometry Parameters
A Pearson Correlation was utilized in order to determine the correlation between

each of the bone morphometry parameters evaluated with µCT, including TV, BV,
BV/TV, Tb.N, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, and DA. These correlations are displayed in the following
heatmap (Figure 2.3.9), and in Table 2.6, where correlations with R2 values above 0.7 and
below -0.7 are listed. Three strong positive correlation were identified between TV and
BV, between BV/TV and Tb.Th, and between Tb.N and Conn.D. Two strong negative
correlations were identified, between BV/TV and Conn.D and between Tb.Th and Tb.N.

Trabecular Architecture
Volume Measures

Variable 1

Trabecular
Arrangement

Results of all correlations can be found in Appendix 5.

Volume Measures

Trabecular Architecture

Variable 2
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Trabecular
Arrangement

Figure 2.3.9 Heat map displaying the Pearson Correlation values when each bone
morphometry evaluation parameter was correlated with another, where red indicates a
strong positive correlation and blue indicates a strong negative correlation. Parameters
have been grouped where volume measures include TV, BV, and BV/TV, measures of
trabecular architecture include Tb.N, Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp, and measures of trabecular
arrangement include Conn.D and DA.

Table 2.6 Results of Pearson Correlation of Bone Morphometry Parameters
Correlated Parameters
Correlation Coefficient
TV – BV
0.9299756
BV/TV – Conn.D
BV/TV – Tb.Th
Tb.N – Conn.D
Tb.Th – Tb.N
Resulting R2 values from the correlation

-0.8949211
0.7652999
0.7202994
-0.9356092
of bone morphometry parameters. Only those

correlations were the R2 value is above 0.7 or below -0.7 are displayed.

2.3.5

Assessment of Bone Mineral Density
Bone mineral density was assessed from a total of 55 horses that contributed 176

forelimb PSBs that were evaluated with focused axial fetlock CT scans and that were run
through the MindWays Bone Investigation Toolkit to assess aBMD and vBMD. Statistical
analysis of these parameters utilized the same mixed model procedure and predictor
variables which include age, weight, gender, experimental group, forelimb, and PSB. Due
to an n=1 in group 1, the unraced untrained Thoroughbreds, only groups 2 though 4 were
included in the analyses, though group 1 is included in the visual representations of the
data. The response variables for this assessment were aBMD and vBMD. As aBMD and
vBMD are concordant measures of bone mineral density, vBMD is reported below, Table
2.7, and aBMD can be found in Appendix 4.
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Table 2.7 Results of Mixed Model Assessments for Bone Mineral Density
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Volumetric Bone Mineral Density
Age (Months)
0.0926390
Weight (kg)
0.6743756
Gender
0.6209867
Experimental Group
0.3359581
Forelimb
0.8218106
PSB
0.0000004*
Resulting p-values for each of the tested predictor variables for vBMD. *Demarcation for
significant p-values <0.05.

Volumetric bone mineral density, vBMD, had one significant predictor, PSB. The
medial PSB had significantly greater values for vBMD (g/cm3) than lateral PSBs. The

vBMD (g/cm3)

distribution of vBMD by PSB can be visualized below in figure 2.3.10.
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focal subchondral osteopenia found in the midbody, slightly abaxial region of the articular
surface of PSBs, that was reported by Shaffer et al in 2020. The data in tables 2.8 and 2.9,
below, showcase the distribution of these pathological assessments of “lysis” and “lysis
and sclerosis” across the sample groups. Table 2.8 specifically showcases the total horses
per experimental group with 1, 2, 3, or 4 of their forelimb PSBs affected with this lesion
whereas table 2.9 showcases the number of PSBs per sample group found with this lesion.
Table 2.8 Distribution of horses with identified lesions
Total
Horses Horses
with 4
with
Lesions Lesions

Total
Horses
with
Lesions
(%)

Sample
Group

Total
Horses

Horses
with 1
Lesion

Horses
with 2
Lesions

Horses
with 3
Lesions

Unraced,
Untrained

1

0, 0%
2,
11.11%

0, 0%
2,
11.11%

0, 0%

0

0%

0, 0%

6

33.33%

Non-CMI
CMI, No
PSB
Fracture
CMI, PSB
Fracture*

18

0, 0%
2,
11.11%

11

1, 9.09% 0, 0%

0, 0%

0, 0%

1

9.09%

25

1, 4%

0, 0%

0, 0%

7

28%

Total

55

6, 24%
9,
16.36%

3, 5.45%

2, 3.64%

0, 0%

14

25.45%

Distribution of horses with 1, 2, 3, or 4 PSBs with the specified subchondral focal lesion
as assessed by radiologist demarcation of “lysis” or “lysis and sclerosis” in the midbody
articular region of the PSB.*Of the 25 horses in the PSB fracture group, 18 of the horses
had 1 or more PSBs where the fracture extended into the midbody articular region and so
not all horses were able to contribute 3 or 4 PSBs for evaluation of this lesion.
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Table 2.9 Distribution of PSBs with lesions
# of PSBs in
Sample Group
Sample Set
Unraced, Untrained
4
Non-CMI
72
CMI, No PSB Fracture 44
CMI, PSB Fracture*
75
Total
195

# of PSBs with
Lesions
0
12
1
8
21

% of PSBs with
Lesions
0%
16.67%
2.27%
10.67%
10.77%

Distribution of PSBs in each sample group and the number of those identified with a lesion
in the midbody articular region. *Of the 100 original PSBs from the PSB fracture group,
25 PSBs were excluded due to a fracture extending into the midbody articular region that
prevented assessment by the radiologist.
Of the 55 horses and 195 PSBs that were assessed, 14 horses and 21 PSBs were
identified with “lysis” or “lysis and sclerosis” in the midbody articular region. Of those 14
horses with lesions, 6 horses belonged to group 2, the non-CMI group, with 2 horses that
had 1 PSB with a lesion, 2 horses that had 2 PSBs with a lesion, and 2 horses that had 3
PSBs with a lesion. One horse in group 3, the CMI, no PSB fracture group, was identified
with a lesion in one of its PSBs. Seven horses were identified in group 4, the CMI, PSB
fracture group, where 6 of the horses had 1 PSB with a lesion and 1 of the horses had 2
PSBs with a lesion. The total 14 horses with lesions represent 25.45% of the total number
of horses assessed and further breakdown to represent 33.33% of the horses in the nonCMI group, 9.09% of the horses in the CMI, no PSB fracture group, and 28% of the horses
in the CMI, PSB fracture group. Only one horse was assessed that belonged to group 1,
the unraced, untrained group, and none of the four forelimb PSBs from this horse were
identified with this lesion.
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Of the total 195 PSBs analyzed, 21 PSBs were identified to have the lesion,
representing 10.77% of all assessed PSBs. Twelve of the 21 PSBs belonged to horses in
the Non-CMI group and represent 16.67% of the PSBs assessed in this group, 1 PSB
belonged to the CMI, no PSB fracture group, representing 2.27% of this group, and 8 PSBs
belonged to the PSB fracture group and represent 10.67% of the assessed PSBs in this
group. The distribution of “lysis” and “lysis and sclerosis” diagnoses by anatomical
location, forelimb and specific PSB, is presented below in table 2.10.
Table 2.10 Complete distribution of PSB lesions by anatomical location
Sample
Lysis &
Group
Forelimb
PSB
Lysis
Sclerosis
Left
Medial
0
0
Lateral
0
0
Unraced,
Right
Medial
0
0
Untrained
Lateral
0
0
Left
Medial
0
4
Lateral
1
1
Non-CMI
Right
Medial
1
2
Lateral
1
2
Left
Medial
0
0
CMI, No
Lateral
0
0
PSB
Right
Medial
1
0
Fracture
Lateral
0
0
Left
Medial
0
1
CMI,
Lateral
0
0
PSB
Right
Medial
1
4
Fracture*
Lateral
1
1

# of PSBs
Evaluated
1
1
1
1
18
18
18
18
11
11
11
11
14
21
19
21

Distribution of PSBs in each sample group and those identified with a lesion in the midbody
articular region by forelimb and medial versus lateral designation. *Of the 100 original
PSBs from the PSB fracture group, 25 PSBs were excluded due to a fracture extending into
the midbody articular region that prevented assessment by the radiologist, and those
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excluded include 11 left front medial, 4 left front lateral, 6 right front medial, and 4 right
front lateral.
Statistical analysis of the presence of this subchondral lesion was assessed utilizing
a logistic mixed model and the same predictor variables as the previous evaluations,
including age, weight, gender, experimental group, forelimb, and PSB. Due to an n=1 in
group 1, the unraced untrained Thoroughbreds, only groups 2 through 4 were included in
the analyses, though group 1 is included in the visual representations of the data. The
resulting p-values from this mixed model are reported below in Table 2.11.
Table 2.11 Logistic Mixed Model Assessment of Subchondral Lesion Presence
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Volumetric Bone Mineral Density
Age (Months)
Weight (kg)
Gender
Experimental Group
Forelimb
PSB
Resulting p-values for each of the tested

0.5832429
0.7428834
0.3712506
0.0854784
0.1105137
0.0454766*
predictor variables for the presence of the

subchondral lesion. *Demarcation for significant p-values <0.05.
The presence of this subchondral lesion when assessed with the logistic mixed
model was found to have one significant predictor, PSB. The log odds were found to be
significantly greater for the medial PSB indicating that the lesion was found to have
significantly more instances in the medial PSB than lateral PSBs. The distribution of the
presence of this subchondral lesion by PSB can be visualized below in Figure 2.3.11.
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Figure 2.3.11 Distribution of the presence and absence of the subchondral focal lesion in
the midbody articular region of PSBs graphed by PSB. This lesion was found to be occur
significantly more in medial PSBs than in lateral PSBs.
2.4

Discussion
The main focus of this research was to make progress on understanding the

structural changes that occur within equine PSBs in response to the altered biomechanical
forces of high-speed exercise and racing and what changes are specifically associated with
PSB fractures. Two advanced imaging modalities, µCT and CT were utilized to assess
multiple structural parameters of equine PSBs, including volume measures (TV, BV, and
BV/TV), measures of trabecular architecture (Tb.N, Tb.Th, and Tb.Sp), measures of
trabecular arrangement (Conn.D and DA), bone mineral density (vBMD), and the presence
of a focal subchondral lesion on the midbody articular region of PSBs across four
experimental groups of Thoroughbreds.
Previous assessment of PSB internal microstructural anatomy across multiple
studies have included measures of TV, BV, BV/TV, Tb.Th, DA and BMD 47,68–70. Findings
from this study have included those parameters as well as the additional assessment of
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Tb.N, Tb.Sp, and Conn.D, while also adding new sample population subcategories and an
overall increase in the number of horses and PSBs studied. Assessment of the
microstructural anatomy of the four experimental groups has ultimately demonstrated the
effect of high-speed exercise on PSBs, as well as how some parameters are altered in the
horses who experienced a PSB fracture – those from group 4, forelimb specific differences,
and PSB differences, summarized below in Figure 2.4.1.

Figure 2.4.1 Summary of the observed outcomes across the experimental groups, by
forelimb, and by PSB; where parameters are listed only if significance was observed in
the corresponding sample groups and variables.
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2.4.1

Microstructural Parameters and Findings
Findings from the µCT assessment of volume demonstrated that horses racing and

in race training, experimental groups 2-4, had significantly greater measures of BV and
BV/TV than the horses who had not begun race training, group 1. These results indicate
that when modeling, equine PSBs will adapt with an overall net increase in bone mineral
content deposition in response to the increased biomechanical forces associated with race
training. This result was in agreement with our hypothesis and was largely expected. Prior
studies have demonstrated an increase in BV/TV and bone density in racehorses in other
limb bones of racehorses such as what is seen in the dorsal surface of the third
metacarpus/tarsus bones, as well as in PSBs43,47,56,57.
Interestingly, though group 4 did have a slightly increased distribution for BV/TV
compared to the other racehorse experimental groups, BV/TV was not significantly
different between the horses who fractured their PSBs (group 4) and those racehorses that
did not (groups 2 and 3). This finding is contrary to what has been reported in previous
studies of equine PSBs that ultimately found BV/TV to be significantly higher in PSB
fracture horses compared to other racehorses that did not fracture a PSB69,70.
Specifically regarding the measure of TV, this study found that TV was
significantly higher in horses euthanized for a Non-CMI than the untrained horses, with
the two CMI groups intermediate and not significantly different. This is an intriguing
finding as a previous study found that the size of PSBs, demonstrated by measures of both
maximum height and width, were not altered with the onset of race training, though
maximum depth was not assessed in this study71. An additional study of PSBs found that
TV and width of the PSBs were significantly decreased in PSB fracture horses compared
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to horses that had not fractured their PSBs70. Though the TV measures of PSB fracture
horses were not significantly decreased compared to the Non-CMI horses as was reported
previously by Cresswell et al, values were shown to be lower in horses that experienced a
CMI, whether it included a PSB fracture or not.
The positive relationship of weight of the horse in kg with both BV and TV, but not
BV/TV, demonstrated that both BV and TV had a strong positive correlation as the weight
increased, such that the ratio of the two, BV/TV, was not found to be affected by weight.
This finding was additionally corroborated by the strong positive correlation identified
between BV and TV. Two additional and key findings for BV and BV/TV that have not
been previously reported were that values were shown to be significantly greater in PSBs
of the right forelimb compared to the left forelimb and additionally that medial PSBs had
values significantly greater than lateral PSBs. A potential explanation for the medial PSBs
having greater values than the lateral is that the medial portion of the fetlock joint is known
to be larger than their lateral counterparts, so it is hypothesized that the medial aspect of
the joint experiences higher amounts of biomechanical forces which could lead to
differences in microstructural parameters63,65. The study was underpowered in the number
of horses that would be required to assess limb and PSB differences by experimental group
within the current mixed model, so an interesting investigation moving forward would be
to determine if all four experimental groups are found to have these differences or if they
are specific to certain groups.
Findings from the assessment of trabecular architecture identified multiple
significant differences between the experimental groups for all three trabecular measures.
Ultimately group 4, the PSB fracture group, was shown to exhibit the most maximum
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trabecular differences in structure adaptation compared to the unraced untrained horses,
demonstrated by the finding that group 4 was significantly less than group 1, for both Tb.N
and Tb.Sp and significantly greater than group 1 and group 3 for Tb.Th. Though no
significant differences were identified between group 1 and groups 2 and 3, in all instances,
experimental groups 2 and 3 were shown to have values intermediate to the unraced
untrained horses and the PSB fracture horses. Collectively, these results demonstrate that
PSBs of horses undergoing repetitive race training (as seen in groups 2-4) undergo bone
modeling that increases the size and width of the trabeculae and decreases the total number
of trabeculae and separation between them, ultimately increasing the internal mineralized
content, corroborating the previously discussed observations for BV and BV/TV. As group
4 was shown to have the most dramatic differences in all measures of trabecular
architecture, this indicates that horses who have experienced a fracture of their PSBs have
undergone more extreme bone modeling adaptations than other horses. The findings
observed for these parameters are concordant with both our hypothesis and previous
studies that identified Tb.Th to be significantly greater in PSB fracture horses 70 and to be
elevated with decreased porosity in horses in training compared to pasture horses 47.
Additional differences were observed with the measures of trabecular architecture
that included gender, age, and PSB. Gender differences have not previously been reported
for these microstructural parameters. This warrants additional investigation into the effects
of gender and additionally to determine if the observed differences may be due to another
underlying reason that was not accounted for in this study, such as the amount of racing
and race training the horses experienced. Age was an interesting predictor variable as
horses in this study ranged in age from 21 – 71 months. The only structural parameter
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where age was a significant predictor variable was Tb.Sp, where a positive relationship
was identified. This finding is in agreement with a publication in preparation by Mangine
et al, that found all parameters, except for Tb.Sp, to have reached a point of maturity by
approximately 24 months of age50.
Differences between medial and lateral PSBs for these three measures of trabecular
architecture have not previously been identified, in fact these findings are contrary to prior
studies that have not identified forelimb or PSB differences in any measured
parameters68,70. The reported differences in this study, significantly increased values for
Tb.Th and Tb.Sp and significantly decreased values for Tb.N in the medial PSBs when
compared to the lateral PSBs, may likely be do the previously hypothesized explanation
that the medial aspect of the fetlock joint may experience increased forces due to its
increased size that may lead to these trabecular architectural differences 63,65.
The measures of trabecular arrangement, Conn.D and DA, had fewer significant
differences and those that were identified are contrary to the hypothesis. Conn.D, which
describes the density of connections within the trabecular network, has not previously been
investigated for equine PSBs. This study hypothesized that an increase in Conn.D would
be observed in response to the biomechanical forces of high-speed exercise, but the
opposite was found to have actually occurred. The unraced and untrained horses had
significantly greater measures of Conn.D than the PSB fracture horses, with the other
racehorse groups intermediate but not significantly different. A likely reason for this
observed decrease in Conn.D is that when modeling, the overall increase in bone mineral
content deposition that produces thickened trabeculae and decreased separation, filling in
the porous spaces. The resulting bone is more compact and dense, has fewer identifiable
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and separate trabecular connections. An interesting connection that was identified was the
strong negative correlation of Conn.D and BV/TV, further demonstrating that as bone
mineral content of the PSB increases, the number of trabecular connections decreases.
Regarding DA, this study hypothesized that a decrease in DA would be observed
in response to the altered biomechanical forces associated with high-speed exercise.
Contrary to our hypothesis no significant differences were observed by experimental
group. Though no significant differences by experimental group were observed, DA was
significantly different by PSB, with medial PSBs more an than lateral PSBs. Medial to
lateral differences observed with DA could be due to differences in the amount of forces
the medial and lateral aspects of the fetlock joint are thought to experience as adaptations
in bone are made in response to the direction of forces and quantity of demand applied to
it24,29,63,65. This PSB difference and no experimental group difference contradicts a
previous study where the DA from PSB fracture horses have been previously reported to
be significantly more anisotropic compared to horses that did not experience an injury to
their fetlock joint and where no differences were identified between medial and lateral
PSBs70. Further investigations into DA are needed to investigate the medial and lateral
differences observed in this study as neither the experimental groups nor the race and highspeed exercise history were able to be taken into account at this time.
Regarding vBMD, the only predictor variable that was identified as significant was
PSB, where medial PSBs were significantly more dense than lateral PSBs. This is in
agreement with data reported in a recent study that also found medial PSBs to have
significantly greater vBMD than lateral PSBs among a population of skeletally normal
Thoroughbreds50. The difference in both size and the observed significant differences in
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vBMD are likely due to the medial aspect of fetlock joint experiencing higher forces than
the lateral aspect63,65. An interesting investigation moving forward will be the ability to
determine if there are medial and lateral differences in all four of the studied experimental
groups or if these differences are specific to the pathologically normal horses, similar to
those in groups 1 and 2, described in the previously mentioned study50.
Interestingly, multiple left to right forelimb and medial to lateral PSB specific
differences were found in the microstructural parameters of equine PSBs that had not been
previously identified. An important issue to address in the near future is how these
differences are distributed amongst the experimental groups, whether it be all groups or
only specific groups. Group 4, the CMI PSB fracture group, was of particular interest due
to the epidemiological significance of PSB fractures in thoroughbred racing. The changes
observed in these PSB fracture horses were shown to be more extreme than those that
occurred in those racehorses that did not experience a PSB fracture, which were elevated
from the horses that had not begun race training. Ultimately, the results of this study
showcased that PSBs from these fracture horses undergo modeling to counteract the stress
of cyclic loading associated with racing and training by further increasing the net bone
mineral content relative to the total bone size and increasing the size and width of the
trabeculae, which led to a decrease in the number of connections. That these bones are the
ones that fracture suggests there may be a threshold of mineralized content for PSBs that
once reached, put the PSBs more at risk of a fracture due to the bone becoming too brittle
and unable to appropriately absorb, redistribute, and respond to the forces associated with
high-speed exercise. Further studies are needed in order to determine what this threshold
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may be and to find the best way to monitor these changes in PSBs of antemortem racing
thoroughbreds.
2.4.2

Lesion Findings
The presence of a focal subchondral osteopenia was investigated with CT in this

study. This lesion has been identified recently and has been hypothesized to be the
potential site of initiation for midbody PSB fractures62. Although the lesion was identified
in a number of PSBs evaluated in this study, the percentage of PSBs affected was lower in
horses suffering PSB fractures compared with the previously report62. In addition to the
low incidence of the lesion, a different distribution across experimental groups was
observed with this lesion found not only in the horses with PSB fractures but also in horses
euthanized for a Non-CMI in group 2 and those in group 3, the CMI no PSB fracture group.
No statistical significance was observed in the presence of this lesion between the three
experimental groups, groups 2-4. These findings contradict previous results published by
Shaffer et al in 2020, where the subchondral focal osteopenic lesion in the midbody region
was present exclusively in the PSB fracture horses and not present in any of their control
horses62. The horses included in their control group would have been placed across our
groups 2 and 3, the Non-CMI group and CMI, no PSB fracture group.
New knowledge regarding this lesion was gained as results of the mixed model
analysis indicated that this subchondral lesion was found to be present in medial PSBs
significantly more than in lateral PSBs. Additionally, there were no other significant
predictor variables, meaning no effect or differences in the presence of the lesion by age
of the horse, weight in kg, gender, or left versus right forelimb.
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While the original study by Shaffer et al. utilized multiple methods to assess the
presence of this lesion, including visual examination, contract radiographs, histology, and
µCT, our assessment was completed exclusively by radiologist assessment of focused
axial fetlock CT scans of the midbody articular region of the PSB. Although the current
results were not consistent with the findings published by Shaffer et al in 2020, additional
data are needed in order to determine if there is a true disagreement regarding this lesion
and also to establish a method that is best for identification.
2.4.3

Study Limitations
The sample population was limited to Thoroughbred horses who died at Kentucky

racetracks and that were sent for necropsy at the UK VDL between the years of 2015 and
2021. Given this sample collection procedure, there was difficulty in collecting PSBs for
use in this study from Thoroughbred horses that had not yet entered race training, were not
euthanized with substantial pathology, and that fit the studied age range. Ultimately only
five horses were identified, with four of the five being female, and one ultimately requiring
removal from the sample set due to a confounding lameness issue involving the fetlock
joint in one forelimb. Furthermore, though the overall number of collected samples able
to be utilized in this study was high, there was difficulty in making exact age and gender
matches. Finally, not all horses were able to be scanned with both clinical CT and µCT
due to the timing of when the CT unit in the collaborating Equine Veterinary Hospital was
installed.
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CHAPTER 3. MOVING FORWARD
3.1

Thesis Project Reflection
Proximal sesamoid bone (PSB) fractures are one of the most commonly reported

fatal catastrophic musculoskeletal injuries (CMI) in American racing and as such are one
of the most significant problems currently facing the Thoroughbred racing industry1,62,63.
This study aimed to complete a thorough investigation of the microstructural anatomy of
equine PSBs in order to better understand how PSBs adapt to the forces of high-speed
exercise associated with race training and racing competition and what further changes
may be significantly altered in PSBs from horses that experienced a CMI and PSB fracture.
Findings of this study sought to establish key baseline knowledge that will be necessary
for future studies of PSB health and to improve antemortem assessment of PSBs in racing
Thoroughbreds.
An analysis of the internal microarchitecture of PSBs from four experimental
groups of Thoroughbreds was completed utilizing both microcomputed tomography (µCT)
and computed tomography (CT) investigations of the following bone morphometry
parameters: total volume (TV), bone volume (BV), bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp),
connectivity density (Conn.D), degree of anisotropy (DA), and volumetric bone mineral
density (vBMD). Experimental groups consisted of Thoroughbreds that were unraced
untrained, those euthanized for something other than a CMI (Non-CMI), those euthanized
for a CMI that did not include a PSB fracture, and those that were euthanized for a PSB
fracture. An additional assessment of CT scans of PSBs was completed to determine the
presence or absence of a foal subchondral lesion in the midbody articular region of the
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PSBs that had recently been identified in PSB fracture horses as the potential initiation site
of PSB midbody fractures62.
Results from these described analyses found that PSBs from horses racing and in
training had increased bone mineral content compared to unraced and untrained horses,
demonstrated by increased BV and BV/TV values. Furthermore, PSBs from those horses
that experienced a PSB fracture were found to have more substantial microstructural
changes relative to the unraced untrained horses and the other racehorses – that did not
experience a PSB fracture, that were assessed. In addition to increased BV and BV/TV,
seen with the other racehorse experimental groups, PSBs from the PSB fracture horses
were found to have increased values for Tb.Th, and decreased values for Tb.N, Tb.Sp, and
Conn.D. Compared to the unraced and untrained thoroughbreds, these findings
demonstrated that the fracture horses had increased bone modeling adaptation occurring
within their PSBs. Where collectively, these assessments demonstrated how PSBs adapt
to the cyclic nature of the forces associated with high-speed exercise by increasing the
overall bone mineral content by thickening at the trabecular level and decreasing the
amount of separation, porosity, and overall number of connections. Further investigations
are necessary that focus on understanding the adaptations of the internal structural
architecture of PSBs with the accumulation of high-speed exercise and what threshold(s)
when reached may ultimately predispose the PSBs to failure, i.e. fracture.
Additional knowledge was gained regarding differences in microstructural
parameters of PSBs that were found to be significantly different between the right and left
forelimbs and between the medial and lateral PSBs. It was found that PSBs of the right
forelimb had significantly increased BV and BV/TV compared to those of the left
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forelimb, where previously no forelimb differences in these parameters have been
identified. Medial PSBs were identified to have significantly greater measures of BV,
BV/TV, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, DA, and vBMD, while lateral PSBs were identified to have
significantly greater measures of Tb.N. These medial vs lateral differences in bone
morphometry parameters have not been previously identified though they could be related
to the known difference in size of the medial and lateral PSBs as the medial aspect of the
fetlock joint is larger and thought to experience greater forces50,63,65. Further investigation
into forelimb differences of assessed parameters is needed as these differences may
indicate an imbalance of forces experienced by the forelimbs or could be related to the size
of the bones and horses that were assessed as horses in the PSB fracture group only
contributed PSBs from one limb for µCT analysis.
Investigation of axial fetlock CT scans for the focal subchondral lesion found in the
midbody articular region of PSBs resulted in the identification of this lesion’s presence in
the PSBs of all three racehorse experimental groups. As this lesion was identified with no
statistical difference found due to group, these findings differ from what has been
previously reported by Shaffer et al in 2020, where the lesion had been identified
exclusively in PSBs from horses who experienced a PSB fracture62. This lesion was also
found to appear significantly more in medial PSBs than in lateral PSBs with no significant
differences observed due to age, weight, sex or right vs left forelimb. Moving forward,
additional studies into the make-up of this lesion, its origins, how it may contribute to PSB
fracture, and how best to observe it in antemortem horses are necessary.
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3.2

How can we add knowledge?
Multiple assessments and analyses could be completed with the current sample set

to add to the knowledge of what we have gained thus far. One logical next question is
whether the differences in structural parameters identified between left and right forelimbs
and between medial and lateral PSBs occur concordantly in all experimental groups or if
they were specific to certain experimental groups. In a recent study done by Mangine et al
in 2021, an assessment of PSBs from horses considered to be population normal identified
no significant differences between right and left forelimb, though the medial PSBs were
found to have increased values for vBMD, Tb.Sp, and DA compared to lateral PSBs 50.
Looking closely at the distribution of Tb.Th by individual PSB arranged by experimental
group visually, it seems there may be medial to lateral differences particularly amongst the
unraced untrained Thoroughbreds. At this time, we do not have the necessary statistical
power needed to analyze forelimb (right vs left) and PSB (medial vs lateral) differences
by experimental group in the mixed model, additional biological replicates, horses, are
needed.
An important factor for studies of racehorses and a high priority question moving
forward is the overall effect of the total accumulated high-speed exercise the horses have
experienced. While all racehorses included in this study were confirmed to have begun
race training, information regarding their individual race history including total number of
starts, raced furlongs, and their overall training history and total high-speed furlongs have
not been assessed nor accounted for in the analyses as of this point. Evaluating how
accumulation of high-speed work effects and influences the studied bone morphometry
parameters is very important to the overall understanding of how the modeling process of
PSBs works to adapt to the forces associated with race training. This information may
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additionally assist in the identification of a point where PSBs come to be most at risk of
fracture.
Additional investigations could be completed within the current sample population
at the cellular level. Sectioning of the PSB samples and histology could be completed for
samples among each experimental group in order to contribute meaningful information
regarding the specific cell types present and their distributions. As well as to showcase
lesions and assess what microdamage might be present.
Further knowledge may be gained by evaluating the specific types of PSB fractures
and what differences may exist between them. For this study, we did not take into
consideration the location nor classification of the PSB fracture but it has previously been
found that apical fractures are the most common PSB fracture type in Thoroughbred
racehorses65. This is believed to be the case as the apical region of the PSB is said to mature
latest and have a lower bone mineral density due to later mineralization, this combined
with the strain of the suspensory ligament attachment puts the apical region of the PSB at
an increased risk for fracture47,65. Additional investigations are necessary to determine how
the various PSB fracture types occur and if there are differences or specific risk factors
associated with each type.
On a related note, an interesting investigation that could be completed with the
current sample set would be to analyze specific regions of the PSBs. Bone morphometry
parameters could be measured in these specific isolated regions instead of simply focusing
on the parameters of whole bone itself as done with this project. A common breakdown of
specific regions or zones within the PSBs could include the apical, midbody, and basilar
regions – each encompassing 1/3 of the PSB by height. Additional regions such as the
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articular vs non-articular surfaces could be added to create a total of 6 subsections that
could be listed as: apical articular, apical non-articular, midbody articular, midbody nonarticular, basilar midbody, and basilar non-articular. Furthermore the axial and abaxial
designation could be added to break these subregions even further into twelve.
A recent study chose to utilize a 3x3 grid to establish nine subregions of the PSB
for analyses, apical, midbody, basilar in the vertical direction versus the subchondral,
medullary, and flexor surfaces in the horizontal direction70. Defining how the studied
regions are established from bone to bone becomes a very important issue in order for
additional and subsequent studies to be completed with accuracy. The use of defined
regions of the study of PSBs ultimately enables the ability to make more detailed
observations and comparisons of the microstructural architecture of the bone that may not
be resolved when analyzing the whole bone.
The study of specified regions differs slightly from other studies that have chosen
to study specific sites of the PSB where lesions are commonly found. One clear possibility
of this would be to analyze the region where the subchondral focal osteopenia lesion
investigated by Shaffer et al. in 202062 and this study is located. The results of our
investigation as to presence or absence of the lesion as assessed visually from a clinical
CT scan was not concordant with the previous findings. We found evidence of this lesion
not only in the PSB fracture group, but also in non-CMI horses and those euthanized for a
CMI that was not a PSB fracture, whereas the previous findings reported that the
subchondral focal osteopenic lesion was only found in the PSB fracture horses and none
of their control horses62. Ultimately, additional studies are needed to look into this
particular lesion to determine if there was true disagreement, what modalities are
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appropriate to assess this lesion, and furthermore to understand how this lesion may or
may not play a role in the PSB fracture mechanism.

3.3

Looking forward
The ability to identify significant differences between populations of Thoroughbred

horses is extremely important for further research and clinical advancements towards
improved antemortem assessment of equine athletes. Statistically, changes in multiple
bone morphometry parameters were identified and shown to be significantly increased
(Tb.Th) or significantly decreased (Tb.Sp, Tb.N, Conn.D) in the horses who experienced
a PSB fracture. These results do align with the existing studies, as well as provide new
knowledge regarding previously unstudied parameters of PSBs. A priority investigation
that can be incorporated into the results of this study is the addition of the high-speed
exercise data for the horses in the study that had begun racing and race training. This added
information will enable the evaluation of the bone morphometry parameters as high-speed
furlongs are accumulated, potentially unveiling new knowledge about the process of PSB
adaptation to high-speed exercise and the associated bone modeling.
The next important question then becomes if changes in morphometry parameters
can be measured antemortem, and additionally, if they have the translational potential to
be markers of PSB structural health. Medical imaging technologies continue to advance,
resolving logistical challenges to the assessment internal structures of equine patients. The
utilization of these various techniques may potentially be able to assist in monitoring the
changes occurring to the internal structures of PSBs.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence are growing fields in computer and data
science that are starting to become more integrated within research and medicine. The
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combination of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and medical imaging modalities
has the potential to become powerful diagnostic and prognostic tools, providing clinicians
increased ability to make diagnoses and detect pathology. Work is currently underway in
the MacLeod Lab to make use of these advancements in technology and establish a
database of identified pathology from clinical CT and postmortem exams in prespecified
anatomic locations throughout the lower equine limb. The goal of this project is to
ultimately integrate this database with machine learning and artificial intelligence
technology in order to assist clinicians with the assessment of equine CT scans. Ultimately,
technological advancements in imaging technologies, artificial intelligence, computer and
data science are ongoing and have the potential to improve antemortem assessments and
diagnostic measures for equine athletes.
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APPENDIX 1. TABLE OF ALPHABETIZED ABBREVIATIONS
Included below is an alphabetical list of abbreviations utilized in this document.
Word or Phrase

Abbreviation

Areal Bone Mineral Density

aBMD

Bone Volume

BV

Bone Volume Fraction

BV/TV

Catastrophic Musculoskeletal Injury

CMI

Computed Tomography

CT

Connectivity Density

Conn.D

Degree of Anisotropy

DA

Kentucky Horse Racing Commission

KHRC

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI

Microcomputed tomography

µCT

Positron Emission Tomography

PET

Proximal Sesamoid Bone

PSB

Total Volume

TV

Trabecular Number

Tb.N

Trabecular Separation

Tb.Sp

Trabecular Thickness

Tb.Th

Veterinary Diagnostic Lab

VDL

Volumetric Bone Mineral Density

vBMD
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APPENDIX 2. TOTAL AVAILABLE SAMPLES COLLECTED 2015 - 2021
Included below is a table with all available samples that were collected for use in this study
between the years of 2015 and 2021. The samples are arranged first by experimental group,
then by gender and age. Additional information regarding all samples includes gender, age,
pathology, and a demarcation for if they were utilized in the µCT portion of the study.
Sample
Group
Group 1:
Unraced
Untrained

Used in
µCT
Study?
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Gender

Age Pathology
Years

Intact Male

5

Female
Female
Female
Female

2
2
4
5

Intact Male

2

Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male

2
2
2

Intact Male

2

Intact Male

2

Intact Male

3

Intact Male

3

Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male

3
4
5

Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male

2
3
4
4

Group 2:
Non-CMI

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
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Donation
Donation - Removed from study due to
extensive pathology affecting the RF
Donation
Donation
Donation
Pulmonary artery rupture,
hemopericardium, pulmonary artery
degeneration and mineralization
Typhlocolitis (salmonellosis); chronic
pericarditis and pleuritis
Unknown-collapse
Unknown-collapse
EPM; necrohemorrhagic right dorsal
colitis
Barn area trauma - Basophenoid
fracture
Suppurative tubulointerstitial nephritis
and pulmonary hemorrhage
Basosphenoid fracture with intracranial
hemorrhage
Ulcer; renal crest necrosis; Neuro; died
overnight
Hemoperitoneum
Subcutaneous hemorrhage and edema
Undetermined - suspect acute, severe
concussive event. But no fractures
were observed.
Laminitis; scrotal cellulitis
Hemoperitoneum
Basophenoid fracture

Yes

Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male

5
5
5

Yes

Neutered Male
Female

7
2

Female

2

Female
Female
Female

2
2
3

Female

3

Female

3

Female

3

Female
Female

6
6

Ridgling

2

Intact Male
Intact Male

2
2

Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
5

Neutered Male

6

Female

2

Female

2

Female

2

Female

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Group 3:
CMI
No
PSB
Fracture

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
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Large colon volvulus
Massive pulmonary hemorrhage
Colic, Large Colon Displacement
Fracture of the left tuber coxa,
collapsed and died in the stall
Typhlocolitis
Sudden death - undetermined cause of
death
Bain and cervical spinal cord meningeal
hemorrhage
Mixed bacterial pleuritis
Multifocal myocardial fibrosis
Tension pneumothorax; chronic
myofasciitis
Stall accident, traumatic tongue
laceration
Basophenoid fracture , flipped in
paddock
Saddling Paddock Injury - Basophenoid
fracture
Massive pulmonary hemorrhage
Right carpus: Comminuted fracture
radial and third carpal
LF: P1 fracture, closed and
comminuted
RH: Comminuted fx of P2
Right carpus: Comminuted fracture
radial and third carpal
Left humeral fracture
Left humeral fracture
LH: P1 and P2 fx
RF: humeral fracture
RF: humeral fracture
RF: Comminuted fx of P1
Fracture of the left ilium
Right 3rd carpal fracture; DJD: right
carpus, bilateral fetlock
LF: Complete circumferential fracture
of the proximal humerus
LH: Complete, comminuted, spiral
medial condylar fracture
RH: Closed, spiral, comminuted medial
condylar fracture of MTIII
Left tibial fracture, open, complete,
comminuted

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Group 4:
CMI
PSB
Fracture
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Female

2

Female
Female

2
3

Female
Female
Female
Female

3
3
3
3

Female

4

Female
Intact Male

5
2

Intact Male
Intact Male

2
2

Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male

2
2
2
2
3
3

Intact Male

4

Intact Male
Intact Male
Intact Male

4
4
6

Intact Male

6

Neutered Male

2

Neutered Male

2

Neutered Male

2

Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male

3
3
3

Neutered Male

3
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Slab fracture right third carpal bone
Left humeral spiral comminuted
fracture
LF: Comminuted P1 fx
RH: medial condylar MT3, spiral,
comminuted, open
LH: medial condylar spiral fracture
LH: medial condylar spiral fracture
Diaphyseal MC3
Left carpus: Fx radial, intermediate,
ulnar carpal bones
Starting Gate Injury - open diaphyseal
fracture of MTIII
LF: Sesamoid
RF: Lateral condylar and medial
sesamoid fractures
LF: Biaxial sesamoid fracture
RF: Biaxial PSB fx, closed, luxation of
the fetlock
RF: biaxial PSB fx
RF: biaxial PSB fx
LF: medial sesamoid, comminuted
RF: Biaxial, comminuted PSB fx
Biaxial sesamoid; fetlock subluxation
LF: Biaxial PSB fx, open,
disarticulation
LF: Lateral condylar, biaxial sesamoid,
first phalanx
RF: Sesamoid fx
Biaxial sesamoid fx
RH: Comminuted fx of P1, LF: Partial
fracture Medial PSB
RF: Lateral condylar and medial
sesamoid fractures
RF: biaxial sesamoid fx, comminuted,
closed; RF bone callous medial MC
2&3
RH: MTIII: open, comminuted, LCF
and lateral sesamoid avulsion fx
RF: biaxial, comminuted, closed PSB
fx
LF: Biaxial PSB fx, closed
LF: Comminuted medial PSB fx
RF: Open LCF and axial fx of the
medial PSB

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Neutered Male

3

Neutered Male
Neutered Male

3
3

Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male
Neutered Male

4
4
5
5

Neutered Male

5

Neutered Male

6

Neutered Male

7

Female

2

Female
Female
Female

2
2
2

Female

2

Female
Female
Female

3
3
3

Female

3

Female

3

Female

4

Female
Female

4
5

Yes

RH: LCF, lateral sesamoid, P1, open
LF biaxial comminuted fracture of the
PSBs
LF medial sesamoid
RF: abaxial medial sesamoid fx with
tearing of the medial suspensory branch
RF: Open biaxial sesamoid fracture
LF biaxial PSB fracture
Medial sesamoid
LF: biaxial, apical PSB fractures; RF:
medial, apical PSB fracture
RF closed biaxial PSB fracturesmedial is basilar fracture; lateral is
comminuted fracture
LF biaxial comminuted fracture of the
PSBs with fetlock subluxation
RF: lateral condylar, biaxial sesamoid
comminuted
RF: lateral condylar, biaxial sesamoid
comminuted
RF: biaxial sesamoid fracture, open
LF: Biaxial sesamoid fracture
LF: Lateral condylar and medial
sesamoid fractures
RF: Lateral condylar and medial
sesamoid fractures
Lateral Condylar, biaxial sesamoids
LH: LC and biaxial PSB fx
RF: LC and biaxial PSB fx with
luxation, open
LF: LC and biaxial PSB fx, open,
disarticulated
L: scapular fx, LF: acute and chronic
biaxial sesamoid fractures.
LF: biaxial open PSB fractures –
medial comminuted with an axial
avulsion; lateral simple midbody
RF: biaxial sesamoid fracture, closed
RF: biaxial sesamoid fracture and
suspensory apparatus failure

Female
6
Abbreviations utilized in pathology notes above:
L: Left, R: Right, LF: Left Forelimb, RF: Right Forelimb, LH: Left Hindlimb, RH: Right
Hindlimb, PSB: Proximal sesamoid bone, Fx: Fracture, LC: Lateral Condylar, MCIII or
MC3: 3rd metacarpal, MTIII or MT3: 3rd metatarsal, MC: Metacarpal, P1: 1st Phalanx, P2:
2nd Phalanx, DJD: Degenerative joint disease, EPM: Equine protozoal myeloencephalitis
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APPENDIX 3. INTER USER & INTRA USER VARIATION ASSESSMENT FOR
MINDWAYS QCT PRO BONE INVESTIGATIONAL TOOLKIT™
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APPENDIX 4.

AREAL BONE MINERAL DENSITY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Areal bone mineral density, aBMD, was assessed with a mixed model and had one
significant predictor, PSB, with a p-value of 0.0000. The medial PSB had a significantly
greater aBMD (g/cm2) than the lateral PSB. A table with the resulting p-values for all
predictor variables from analysis of aBMD and a box and whisker plot showcasing the
distribution of aBMD values for the lateral and medial PSB can be visualized below.

Results of Mixed Model Assessments for Bone Mineral Density
P-Values for:
Predictor Variable
Areal Bone Mineral Density
Age (Months)
0.1231516
Weight (kg)
0.3675740
Gender
0.6685405
Experimental Group
0.5433210
Forelimb
0.7240565
PSB
0.0000000*
Resulting p-values for each of the tested predictor variables for vBMD. *Demarcation for

aBMD (g/cm2)

significant p-values <0.05.

PSB

Box and whisker plot showcasing the distribution of aBMD (g/cm2) values by PSB, where
the medial PSB values are significantly greater than the lateral PSB values.
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APPENDIX 5. PEARSON CORRELATION RESULTS
Included below is a table with all resulting correlation coefficients from the Pearson
correlation analysis of the bone morphometry parameters. Each parameter from the bone
morphometry evaluation was correlated to all others and the resulting correlation
coefficients are displayed with significant ones demarcated with an asterisk.
VARIABLE 1
TV
BV
BV/TV
Conn.D
Tb.N
Tb.Th
Tb.Sp
DA
TV
BV
BV/TV
Conn.D
Tb.N
Tb.Th
Tb.Sp
DA
TV
BV
BV/TV
Conn.D
Tb.N
Tb.Th
Tb.Sp
DA
TV
BV
BV/TV
Conn.D
Tb.N

VARIABLE 2
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
BV
BV
BV
BV
BV
BV
BV
BV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
BV/TV
Conn.D
Conn.D
Conn.D
Conn.D
Conn.D
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Correlation Coefficient
1.0000000
0.9299756*
-0.2818895
0.3173646
0.1534086
-0.1043775
0.2869087
-0.1755464
0.9299756*
1.0000000
0.0876676
-0.0181396
-0.1050416
0.1802560
0.1089015
-0.1772838
-0.2818895
0.0876676
1.0000000
-0.8949211*
-0.6957681
0.7652999*
-0.5181124
0.0078925
0.3173646
-0.0181396
-0.8949211*
1.0000000
0.7202994*

Tb.Th
Conn.D
-0.6855940
Tb.Sp
Conn.D
0.2922537
DA
Conn.D
-0.1141569
TV
Tb.N
0.1534086
BV
Tb.N
-0.1050416
BV/TV
Tb.N
-0.6957681
Conn.D
Tb.N
0.7202994*
Tb.N
Tb.N
1.0000000
Tb.Th
Tb.N
-0.9356092*
Tb.Sp
Tb.N
0.1003576
DA
Tb.N
-0.2541548
TV
Tb.Th
-0.1043775
BV
Tb.Th
0.1802560
BV/TV
Tb.Th
0.7652999*
Conn.D
Tb.Th
-0.6855940
Tb.N
Tb.Th
-0.9356092*
Tb.Th
Tb.Th
1.0000000
Tb.Sp
Tb.Th
-0.1863114
DA
Tb.Th
0.1398499
TV
Tb.Sp
0.2869087
BV
Tb.Sp
0.1089015
BV/TV
Tb.Sp
-0.5181124
Conn.D
Tb.Sp
0.2922537
Tb.N
Tb.Sp
0.1003576
Tb.Th
Tb.Sp
-0.1863114
Tb.Sp
Tb.Sp
1.0000000
DA
Tb.Sp
0.0798220
TV
DA
-0.1755464
BV
DA
-0.1772838
BV/TV
DA
0.0078925
Conn.D
DA
-0.1141569
Tb.N
DA
-0.2541548
Tb.Th
DA
0.1398499
Tb.Sp
DA
0.0798220
DA
DA
1.0000000
*Demarcation indicates a correlation coefficient that is greater than 0.7 or less than -0.7
which indicate a strong positive or negative correlation respectively.
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